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INTERVIEW OF
COMMISSIONER !NILLIAM CARY
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
The Interview with Commissioner Cary and Chief
Accountant Andrew Barr of the Securities and Exchange
Commission commenced at ten o'clock a.m." in Suite 206:; HayAdams House"

Washingto~"

D. C." Messrs. Carey" Linowes and

Trueblood present for the American Institute of' Certified
Public Accountants.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Perhaps you or Andy or both might

well get some ideas off the top of your head and start off
that way.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

Sure.

I am not trying to be unduly humble but because I
have taught law and accounting once in my life" Gne year in
my law school career" I asked you just to see .\'1hat they are
going to do there with it,

George Thompson" who teaches at

Columbia" and I have done a good deal in the tax field as
well as the corporate field" written a lot of stuff" but
since I have been here -- Andy can attest to this -- tha·t our
principal focus or my

principa~

focus has been toward getting"

as I see it" the agency revitalized to some extent in certain
other areas and I have felt that the area under the general
supervision of Andy 3arr on the one hand and to some extent

•
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the Division of Corporation Finanoe on the other have been
ver;l well and responsibly run over the years and therefore
this is the area in which I had least to get myself involved.
For that reason my reactions in the accounting
field are perhaps less based on ourrent experience than they
would be 1n almost any other field, whether dealing in
trad1ng in

markets~

or bankruptoy

r~organizations,

particularl~

in the investment company field, or perhaps sometimes where
we should go even once in a while 1n the registration field,
I would say much less, and I

this beoause 1t happens

~gret

to be one of my major interests, but I did feel it was where
the

rocus~

or that the focus should be in other places.
So that is the basis on which I want to state that

my

experience is current experience.
As far as. I am conoerned, I am willing,to·provide

any little attitude that I might have developed.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Would you like to make any general

comments about-your observations past and present of the
relationship of the profession to the Commission and its
functions?
COMMISSIONER: CARY:

I~ll

try.

First of all, I would say that my own personal
bias has always been exceedingly favorable toward the
aooounting profession.

I told Mr. Carey years ago, I told him

•
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several years ago -- that years ago, namely, about 10 or 15
when the battle between the accountants and the lawyers was
rife that the American Bar Association group, committee, called
me up and invited me and they urged me to reply to

an

article

that he had written which appeared, I guess, in the Journal
of AccoW'ltancy.
MR. CAREY:

Rocky Mountain Law Review, if I remember

correctly.
COMMISSIONER: CARY:

Oh, yes, that was it.

And I read it over and, maybe they asked me because
my

name 1s 'Cary too -(Laughter. )
But I was a Professor at Northwestern University

Law SchoOl at the time and I read it over and found it
unexceptionable and in fact excellent and I agreed with him,
so I said, No.
That shows a general attitude.
Now, as to the role of the accounting profession
in this field in which I am totally involved at the moment,
I must say that I suspect I share the views Andy has and
others that we ought to be moving toward a greater reliance

----

...

)

I could, if I chose, wanted to be critical for a

}

on the accounting profession than we have in the past.
~

•

-~

9~.

_ _ _ . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . - · ........... • . . . . . . . . . . .

•
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moment just note I think that what we need sometimes is a
more independent accountant.

\

In other words l I don't accept

the fact that they are always independent.

We have had

a rather dramatic case not too long ago in which the senior
chief executive officer said l WeIll I can get the aocountant
to do anything we feel is what we wantl and we've seen this
in a number of cases in the past and I just think that that
is a shade of the past and should definitely be eliminated
in the future.
I have a particularly strong feeling about lawyers

-------._---

versus accountants in that the accountants have a greater

_

...._.... ..... ..,.-

..

potential.....tor . -ind~Qe
than the lawyers and perhaps it is
...-..
-.-.~

".

--

because of the economics of the thing. Most accounting

--_

firms can

af~ord

....

to lose
a client.
-:..---..

I am not sure how much

a law firm today can afford to lose a client.

In the old days

you used to be sort of going out and getting independent
. 9pinions of a highly skilled lawyer l perhaps a lawyer's
lawyer l if you like.

Today a firm represents in all phases

a particular client and at that point it seems to me it1s
difficult to get independence because they're so tied in
with overhead and the like that they simply cannot afford this.
On the other hand, there is a competing effect as
major companies begin 'to have their own law offices

~ithin

them

•
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then they begin to go to independent lawyers for a function,
and then I still think that the lawyers have the same kind of
opportunity for independence that the accountants have, but
I don't feel that necessarily they have

~~

the potential

in the future that the accounting people have, if they want
to exercise it

or

0

course, this i. one thing I would be obviously ~

strongly in favor of, increasing independence.
I think that is about all that I had to say to start
off with in connection with the role of accountants, except
for one other point, and it is suggested by a few comments
that were made in these papers with respect to management
services.
I feel that we in the SEC should move ahead so far
as possible in giving more responsibility to accountants, and
I personally initiated the idea -- maybe I shouldn't take the
full credit, maybe'Joe Weiner should have some, but I have
had a few people in to sort of develop ideas as we went along

\.

-- the idea of placing a great-deal more responsibility on
the accountants in the field of investment company work,

j

going beyond

J

re~pect

nO~Al

auditing into

re~~~lth

to a number of questions which we would have to

examine by reason of our responsibility for inspection pursuant

V

•
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to the mandate of the Investment company Act of 1940.

We

pushed in the direction of getting the accountants to do a
great deal of this work, beyond the traditional auditing.
I personally am very strong for it.

Now the

accountants had to meet in committee forum to try to decide '
how far they could go.

I suppose that's all right, although

frankly -- and I don't know really how reluctant, or whether
there was any reluctance on their part.

There was a slow

«

process of their taking it on or even saying that they would
take it on.
I don't mind their being

reluctan~

occasionally to

say, \#lell, we can't give you an opin1on, this is essentially
a law op1nion. on that pOint.
On the other hand, if I were they I would have
seized on th1s as sort of a, great opportunity for their

\

representing these investment companies and I suppose they \
I

have the problem of the rather embarrassing problem of
saying, well, we represent you and now we have to take on

j

,/

other roles wh1ch are perhaps to some extent oversight over
you and therefore in terms of our

busin~ss

relationsh1ps this

may be a little objectionable or worrisome.
But I think

i~

principle the accounting profession

simply ought to seize on this as hastily as they can to
~~'

•
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follow their own apparent set of objectives.

J; have no

reason to criticise them in this area, because I think they
have moved ahead now.
MR. BARR:

Don't you think so, Andy?
They1re moving ahead.

OOMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. BARR:

It took a little time.

They were feeling something out, to

reconsider certain aspects of it.
MR. CAREY:

But there is, 'l think now, a willingness

on our part --

..

MR • BARR:

Yes.

MR. OAREY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

to go in.
I think that they are reluctant

about everything, Mr. Cary, -COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

TheY're conservative.

-- that's new • .

CO~mISSIONER CARY: TheY're just conservative.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

I think this is a matter of classi-

fication of material.
OOMMISSIOKER CARY:

Unimaginative sometimes, out

of reluctance.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

J

Reluctant about everything that

they haven't done.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

Yes.

~

•
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Of course, it's got to be atiditable )

MR. CAREY:
material.

COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

That I agree with.

But I agree with you.

We have moved in

on the small bUSiness investment companies and this area and
i

over considerable reluotanoe but werre in now.

Theylre doing

it.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR .. BARR:

Yes.

This is the same type of approach.

MR. LINOWES:

Of course l one of the problems here

might a concern by some members of the profession of getting
involved in areas outside of the attest and audit function
-

and jeopardizing their independence.
lVL9..

BARR:

This is an attest Dl2tter.

MR. LINOWES:

Yes, but it goes oeyond it, does it

not l in this investment company area?
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. BARR:

It is still an attest.

It goesceyond the

fi~ancial

statement.

IoJffi. LINOWES: Does it not req'..:.est more or less of

an

eval~ation

of the desirability of the investment or the

nature of the investment?
MR. BARR:

~Ol

it does not.

COi"lMISSION.J:!:R CARY:

~Jo,

it

does not.

.1

•
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MR. LINOWES:

It does not do that at all?

COMMISSIONER CARY:

No.

It's simply an evaluation

of whether or not the action taken falls within the requ1rements set by the Investment Company Act of

1940~

and not

quest10n of Judgment as to whether or not their judgment
was sound.
MR. CAREY:

It's compliance.

COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

-

It's compliance.

It opens up a very broad area of

what we talk about as compliance examinations -COMMISSIONER CARY:

correct.

~hat's

Although

curiously: eno\l,gh the, investment .company industry seems to
bridle at the word Ilcompliancefl.
(Laughter. )
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

This is the thing" compliance with

what?
MR. CAREY:

Actually, I think, without knowing it,

it's being done by CPAs in other areas.
~m.

TRUEBLOOD:. This is the

about our failure to be
,I.

~

~eceptive

~hing

that bothers

me~

to these kinds of things,

....~:F'RiJ,--

~..

because it's always been my position that indirectly we are
attesting to just

oned~vil

of a lot of things that we don't

spell out in the four sentences of the standard certificate or

•
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whatever it is, and maybe it's a matter of

ed~cation

amongst

our 30,000 praoticing members or whatever it is, to make
them realize

th~t

they are in effect taking one devil of a

lot of responsibility over and beyond what the words say
as you take the

s~ereotyped

certificate and attach it to a

finanoial statement.
MR. CAREY:

I'm glad you expressed slight dis-

appointment at our reluctance and you're not going to be
quoted.
COMMISSIONER
2a

CARY~

One of our big JOQS, as I see

it is to develop any improvements, within our own agency
particularly, is to simply be pushing people, pushing them
peyond what they have been thinking in the past, and I have

pushed in a speech I made before tne Independent Bankers

-

Association a year ago, I really pushed, needled the
investment company industry and similarly I didn't do that
with respeot to accounting but I can do it here in this
way.

-

It's really a gentle prod in a sense, because I Just

think that they ought to be much more aggressive, if they
~

- ..... ~--..-."

~

--

....... -.-.~.

........,.",..

... - ... ...,,-.----

really have any-idea, if this is one of their
~.

CAREY:

Carey family.
(Laughter. )

Oim

precepts.

It seems to be a characteristic of the

•
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MR. BARIl

That sharpened the

COMMIS~IONER

CARY:

ne~d1e.

That's right, absolutely.

MR. TRUEBLOODi: As we are moving in that
though, I suppose'amongst ourselves, for .the good

d1r~ct1on,

dr

the

public, the government and what-have-you, there has to be
a rather careful delineation of the areas in which we permit}

•
ourselves
to take positions.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

-------

Cor:t'ect.

not questioning that second pOint.

Oh" no doubt.

I am

Once you overcome the

reluctance to get into it at all" then I think that you have
a responsibility to ohoose those things on which you nave
any competence to speak"

and

that's a different question.

I'm not questioning how tar they have gone.

I'm

not getting into that kind ot analysis here.
MR. CAREY:
their

I think one cause of the reluctance is

leg~l ~bilitz

and this is a pretty serious matter.

llie have a very unfortunate line of c.ourt decisions on
auditor's liability" and whenever something happens a jury"
in the light of the hindsight can easily see that the auditor
should have done better than he did, he should have found it.
I think this nas: resulted in kind of a rigidity
-.

among the firms that

ma~es

them very cautious about putting

their names on anything except that insurance policy language

•
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that is fairly well established.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

Sure.

I wish we could discover some way of

loosening up" because" as we underst"and it" the English and
the Canadians have far better Judicial law on auditor's
liability than we have. as you probably know.
We don't quite know how to go about it.

Some people

have wondered whether there is any statutory remedy.

It would

seem to us that is not the answer as far as common law
liability is conoerned.

I can't

~h1nk

of any way except to

keep fighting cases that are sound and getting the best
expert testimony you can get.
Unfortunately" nobody wants to dispute this

2a/28

very much" so most of these things get settled.
You wouldn't have any suggestion along that line?
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I Don't really have any because

I just literally haven't Deen involved in that phase of it
ever in

my

life. either in practice in New York or elsewhere

or teaching or here" so I just don't have any immediate
reaction.
Andy" have you got any views on that field?

MR. BARR:

We

have struggled with the manner of

expression in our stop order opinions to avoid language which

•
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would put the liability or responsibility beyond what we
think is reasonable.
f

Of oourse, the most outstanding one was

.

not a ftop order •. it was the MoKesson oase, and we tried to
distinguish there between disoovery of a gross traud and
minor discrepancies which we recognize audit prooedure is
not expeoted to turn up in every oase.
MR. CAREY:

In other

wOrQs 6

you wet'e not giving the

oourts any more anmnmit10n than you felt was necessary.
MR. BARR:
profession to assume.

Than we thought was reasonable tor the
tendenc~~ong

We have had to fight a

some aooountants to limit their responsibility more than we

---_

---------.~-.------

<i('

. - •• _ - - - - - , ,

think they should.
..
I don't think the aooounting profession oan claim

to be audit'ors if they disavow any responsibility for the
disoovery of gross fraud.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

I don't think therels any quarrel

apout that.
MR. BARR:

But they Ire very cautious about tha

kind of language they pu.t into auditing Dulleti:ls and .,1e have
had to watch that very, very closely.

pm.

CAREY:

It seems to me therels a valid distinc-

tion between responsibi.lity I professional responsibility and
absolutely

~~lim1ted

financial independent.

I mean, if the

\
,

•
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thing gets to the point where any user can sue the accounting
firm for the total

of its loss claiming it relied on

a~ount

the statements, you'd get millions of dollars of damages,
you'd wipe people out, and there's a distinction thers.
I don't know any other profession that has to do
this.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

What a?out the legal

profession~

You must have responsible lawyers who have given an opinion
that didn't turn out, and yet you never hear about clients

or

the public suing lawyers.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

Of course, they do have policies

today, and there are situations within our knowledge of where
law firms have in effect

re~bursed

that resulted in da:nages to
-~

... ~~'...

1<h.0S~t

--.

clients for derelictions

clients.

~""-

In fact,

1I1e

have

had a case within the last year, to my knowledge, in which
there was a failure on the part of the law firm, I take it,
to have their client, or have the shareholders or the Board
of Directors

~atify

a contract which they were required to do

under the law', and where, I think, the law firm tu.r.....,ned back
to the client a very substantial amount of money as sort of
damages for it.

Now, whether or not they Nere insured for

that particular type of dereliction, I don't know, I didn't
inquire.

•
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You see rather frequently these cases but there are
a great many more situations than there are law cases in
which liability is imposed, or it is accepted, you might say.
MR. CAREY:

Would it be a return of fee type of

thing or real damages?
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

It would be in damages •
........

,

Damages?
\

COMMISSIONER. CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Yes.

Is there a distinction between the

problems of the two professions in the sense that we are
more directly exposed to the

pub~ic

COMMISSIONER CARY:

than the lawyers?'

I, think because pt youtl';attest

function you tend to have more
vulnerability
-_ _
_
...........,_ _ _ _than we where
~ft·

our opinions

ts.

it may not even be an opinion-that is involved

-- it. is really only a letter presumably written

~y

the

,

firm, the law firm to the companYI which the company itself
may have in its files, it may not be a published thing;
whereas l you do have this with your attest in the publication
of the material l balance sheet, income sheet and so forth,

----- ----,

notes.

Yours is much more sub'ject to broad vulnerability
...
.--.-'--.,........ -.~than we are in connecti~n with legal opinions.
'

MR. CAREY:

It's very hazardous.

It puts all the

•
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firms and partnerships and personal fortunes of everybody at
stake every minute.
COMNISSIONER CARY:
IJIR. TRUEBLOOD: I

Yes.

hav~··joften·:thoqght

that it would be

well to statutorily decree that Lloyds shall no longer issue
insurance l and maybe the courts and the public and certain
other bodies would revise their courses of action.
MR. CAREY:

It··shouldn't have any bearingl should it?

The fact that insurance exists?
MR. LINOWES:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:
MR. LINOWES:

It should not.
It does l though.
Mr. Cary, in your opening comments

you made reference to what I gathered was the fact that you
weria d1.recting your effcrts towards placing greater reliance
on the role of the accountant, if I may use such a term as
that, that is the Commission.

Do I gather from what you have

indicated that you would tend to the practice of the
:a/32

Commission l accept the CPAb opinion on its face for the
financial statements presented by the client?
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I vlould think on a long term

basis we ought to be moving in that direction.

I think

until you can accept the principie of uniformly high quality
we probably can't go that far.

.

.
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MR. CAREY:

In a sense you do that

except for

now~

desk review.
MR. BARR:

That's

what~I

the Acts in effect say that we do

was going to
this~

ask~

because

but our review 1s

intended to identify areas where we might have questions as
to the quality of the work that has been done or the
application ot proper principles in the preparation of the
statement.
Basically, we do, rely on the profession so far as )
the finanoial statements go.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

And 11m sure that review is

less with respect to a firm or a particular partner of a firm
where.Andy~

for example, has confidence.

Of course', if I were in the business ~ I probably
\

m1~'t

begin to differentiate between partners of firms as

distinguished from just a firm.

It all depends, because I

know law firms well enough to say that they are not uniform
in quality, and I am sure that

acco~nting

firms are the same

way.
MR. BARR:

vie get pretty well acquainted with both

lawyers and accountants.
CO~~ISSIONER

~m.

BARR:

CARY:

~atls

right.

As tp their competence withtn firms and

•
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the firm overall has an excellent reputation.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

That's right.

There 'isn't any

question about that.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

I suppose you also get pretty well

acquainted, don't you" Andy, with internal quality control
procedures firm by firm which may temper your attitude about
the performance of a particular partner on a particu.lar
MR. BARR:

Ue

jo~?

do.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

We have those cases right

before us even at the moment, that is right.
MR. CAREY:

On Dave's point, you'd probably like

Andy to answer this question related to your earlier remark,
I was qurious as to whether the thing gets better or worse
or stays about the same with respect to independence of tne
,

\

\

CPA and with respect to the percentage of filings that',You do I
have to challenge?
better or

Is there a trend that you are aware of,

/

t~orse?

COMMISSIONER CARY:

Andy can answer that technically

but I can answer it one way, that probably for a while the
trend might have been the other way in the sense that it

.
I,

.I

depends in great part on the trend of filings we're getting.
MR. CAREY:

Yes.

COMMISSIONER CARY:
,

~'1hen

you take the 161 and '62

I

•
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floodtide of filings where

~o

many companies were gOing to

public for the first time, they frequently had accountants
who were unsophistocated.
MR. 'CAREY:

Yes.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

Now, w!th that, if you were

looking at it then at that time, you1d say all this past
accumulated experience is probably not really carried over
among them and therefore, if anything, our ,filings were in
worse shape.
However,

TIle

are now in this year, '1963, gettlng

less of a flood of filings, but they are mostly from
experienced counsel and

expe~ienced

accounting firms and of

estaolished companies which have been with the

p~blic

before

a:ld 'i:iherefore I dare say at this time you are 'beginning to
have

fa~

less pressure than you had in the past.

But when

you had the whole real estate industry beginning to flow in,
and all of these new problems in 161 and 162 that was
scarcely typical of sort of an evolution.
~m.

CAREY:

How about the recurring 134 Act filings?

Do you get much trc·..;.ble?
COMMISSIONEa CARY:

Andy can speak to that much

tetter than I.
MR. BARR:

Let me add a little somethL'".g to
~

~'lhat

r-1r.

•
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Cary has said about this period from about 159 through 162.
At one time it reached a peak of 70 per cent of filings
,•

being from companies that had never come in before" and a
very large proportion of that 70 per cent was being served
by accountants, lawyers and a new fringe of

unde~driters

with

little experience" so we wee experiencing there a revival
of what the Commissioner experlenced in its very early days,
some 25 years before, gOing through the same problems of

3a

education of a new group

o~

people.

\

\

\

So we had a great deal

I

I

i
J

of trouble during that period, and Mr. Orbach and I have

!

i

I

talked before acoounting societies allover the country

1

about the problems of the new registrants.
To get to the 134 Act" there are some of these
that are now under filing obligation under Section 15-D where
we have to look at them more carefully than the older
companies" so we are getting that fairly well in hand due to
the relaxation 0.1' the pressure of the 133 Act filings •

.We·lre

pretty well on top of it.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

Right.

'1\
which is now before the Congress is enacted" which would then
.One thing more. If we move ahead now and the bill

bring into our reporting requirement atiother substantial
block of' companies presently unlisted"

s~ill

vnlisted but

•
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nevertheless subject to our reporting requirements, I think
•

we might have a problem somewnat comparable to that which
Andy uniquely had and ;theJCorporatiqn Finance Division also
had in the period· of 161, 159, 160, '61 with respect to certain
companies coming to market for the first time, and I think
then you will have new accountants having to be educated

\,

and companies which have never been to the public -- well,

\

. they have Deen to the public at one time or another, but

!

\

1i

perhaps itls been a Regulation A or an interstate offering
or something like that, so they have really never had the

1

kind of careful accounting relationship with the SEC or the

J

public that we would require.

1
j

So I think we are going to conceivably, say, next
year, if this happens -- I donlt know whether the bill is
going to go through, but I like to believe it will, and we
will certainly have another problem somewhat analogous, if
not wholly analogous.
MR. BARR:

It will be very much the same.problem.

COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. BARR:

To 159, 160, and 161.

I might say too that this isnlt going to

be limited just to the small companies wher. this group comes
in.

The companies have
have
been closely held and registered for the first ti~ and/some
\~e

have seen this

~n

133 Act filings.

\

\

)

..
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entrenched accounting policies that

------"""-..
crthe
---

--

practices

are~red

to tax

;.---

m1n1mizat~on

of. taxe,s that have had to revamp

their accounting completely, and we are going to see some of
that in this new group.

They are waking up to the fact that

tax law doesn't govern.good reporting practice 1n every
aspect.
MR. TRTJEBLOOD:

Let me move this over to our

institutional proolem for any ideas we might get, if I may.

MR. LINOWES:
area before we leave.

May ,I ask one

b~

in the same

It relates also to remarks you made

in connection with the independence.
independence

~uest1on

You were relating

the accountant to "tl'le' ,independence of the

lawyer. and you made the statement. someth1ng to the effect
that the, account1ng firm perhaps could afford to lose a
client more than a law firm.

Therefore you apparently placed

emphasis on the economic aspects insofar as it relates to
independence.
The question I have is: In your evaluation of
accounting fiI'17ls and their work. do you 1n ti7ying to determine
Jlih~

-degree:.of J.ndependence explore the economic "dependence II

on the client that that particular accounting firm might
have:
COMMISSIONER CA.1Y:

I don't really

:n::--l0N.

I t'lOuld

..
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think you probably don't do it in that form.

Or.

course l if

I meanl that brings them into

they own stock or otherWise

the category of having some relationship that would mar
their independence.

But let's say that would begin to force

us into an analysis of primarily the small firms and we woUld
get this small-firm-versus-big-fir.m problem which I can't

l\.

speak to because I haven't had any direct'experience.
I

suppo~e

that

basi~ally

beginning to have the problem in
D~s

/

even big firma are

th~s

fi~s

\

sense, that the

\

are anything like any other business

operation l part of it 1s whether or not they have clients
to keep theml and

th~refore

I would suppos'e they well may

be dependent on a big Iowa company as the smaller type of
firm.
This poses, this isn't -- when I made this statement,
I recognized that it isn't tt::lO easy to ascertain and I

don't· believe we ever analyze firms out in that sense, as
to tneir

I think we have on some occasions, at

depe~dence.

least as I recall an

oplnl~n

i'le literally find that

th~

or two, worked it

so that

.so-called independent certifier

was simply an employee of the company.
question.

th~ough

\
\

Moines office, let's saYI of a big firm, after all l if

accounting

~

That's a dif.ferent'

•

\

..
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Andy, you may want to summarize it.

MR. BARR:

I could add

a little

to this, I think.

This is a 'very delicate area.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
lVla. BARR:
I

Yes.

And the profession it.self' and

O"wlr

staff

and some of our critics who.think they are independent like
some college professors will get very skept'ical about the
ability of an accountant to resist pressures of the mariagement
where most of his· revenue comes from one large client.
I must say we look with particular care at some of
these .statements where we lmow that relationship exists.
you don't see any indication of

influenc~

If

altering the

effect of the reporting, we're in no position to say that
that man shouldn't keep the client.
MR. CAREY:

I've always argued when this question

comes ~p that ther;ire peopl~ of character who resist even
under pressures and even from the point of view of se'lfinterestj if a man's spent a lifetime building up an account1ng
firm,' his reputation is werth more to him in the long run than
the $10,000 or whatever it is.
So I wouldn't certainly hate to see a rule passed
that you aren't independent if X per cent of your fees carne
-

from one client. or two clients or three clients.

•
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MRo TRUEBLOOD:

I don't think

rea1~y

one can relate

it only to the economics of the. situation.' True enough large
firms have a broader base therefor the loss of Client X, even
though it's a major fee, rides it through, and even though it's
in Des Moines, they can always close the office.
'COMMISSIONER CARY:

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Yes.

But they are alike in liability.

There is a public relations kind of problem here.

Certain

fir.ms are identified with certain major prestige clients and
loss of those in a purely public relations sense of the word

may be a hell of a lot more serious than the loss of the fee
involved.
May I

pre~s

back, because this institutional problem

worries me very, very much in two ways.

We have a recent

analysis -- Jack, you can correct me on the figures, but I
think the magnitudes are about right

roughly 12,000 firms.

are represented in the Institute, of which 6,000 have one
member in the Institute -MRo CAREY:

8,000.

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

8,000.

And another two or three have

only two members in the Institute.
Now, we also

h~ve

talked to a number of representatives

of our prinCipal users, bankers, corporate preSidents,

..26
i~vestment

bankers, and so on and without attribution I think

J

i

many of them in effect say we have no alternative but to

~

encourage our borrowers, our clients in the direction of a

\

certain select group, be it 8 or 25 or 50 or 150 or 500

1\

CPA firms.
MR. CAREY:

CPA firms.

MR. TRUEBLOOD:
should we do about it?

\,
,

Now, inst1tutionally what can or
I mean, we know damn well that these

8,000, except for one or two or three, wouldnlt know an SEC
filing if they saw one.
Should we splinter?

Should we say, These are

high level teohnicians and you qelong in that group and the
other 3,000 firms belong in another group?

Should we go the

route of accreditation or specialization, or do you Just
i~

let the market place take care of it?

j

':

I

COMMISSIONER CARY:

It's a nice problem.

I

Of course,

~

I;

'1!

if you do set this sort of of a special accreditation, you

4

prevent, really, the free flow of entry into the

h1g~er

I

level

~
'~

of competent people, competent firms.
principle that1s a very bad thing.

i

I suppose as a

J

Therefore my own reaction

1,

would b3 I recognize the problem and I recognize also the

.1•

inevitability of a conslderable amount of concentration in

t
{

f

1

the accounting industry or profession, the commercial banking

!
1

!

I
I

•
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industry, if you like, and the brokerage industry, for
instance, with which I have been dealing recently.

All of

these are going through measures and movements toward
concentration in order to fulfil their obligations to the
large-scale clients which they are d'estined to service.
But I suppose if I had a reaction it would be
to believe that reoogniz1ng the inevitability

or some increase

in concentration and also an increase in the use of this
top group of firms, nonetheless it would nerhaps be unfortunate

---

to go so far

88

kg exclude the others.

That would be

my

reaction.

------_.

I have neve'r given that

any direct thought.
Andy, have you got any views in this area?
MR. BARR:

I spent a lot of time the last few years

trying to protect the profession from the charge that the
top e or driving all the others out of business.

I have tried

to educate the smaller ones and I think I mentioned toyou
the other day that some of the leaders of the profeSSion have
do~e

the same thing, past preSidents of the Institute, John

Queenan, Jack Seidman and others, have done their best to
alert the smaller practitioners to the fact that he must bring
his level of' v.nowledge·

~p

to where he is competent to do work.

That's what the Institute is trying to do in their Education

•
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Program.
MR. CAREY:
MR. BARR:
MR. CAREY:

We have an SEC course •.

•

To upgrade the quality of practice.
We also have a new practice review

committee where reports. may be submitted for criticism.
MR. BARR:

We see some very fine work from the

')

middle bracket and smaller accountants wher3 their clients
are of an appropriate size for them to handle it.
MR.

TRUEB~00D6

,Still generally speaking you are not

talking about the bottom 8 or
MR. BARR:
them~ that's right.

,No~

10~OOO~

generally

generally speaking.

speaking~

we don't see

We see about 5 or 600 firms.
~

MR •• CAREY:

Even in YO'.lr broker and dealer situa-

MR. BARR:

Broker-dealers add a little more but not

tions?

very many more.

I doubt if we have more than

l~OOO

firms

".~

all together.
!-IR. CAREY:

Would it be possible -- I don't know

if it's confidential or not -- you used to have a list of
firms and it would help us perhaps in a way if we could
identify people who were doing this type of work.
you 8:!e.l we don't know wJ:l.c they are.

;iJe

As it

is~

might direct special

attention to them ir. the "lay of seminars or courses or

•
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exhortations of one sort or another, and if we knew which
firms were of a'size that they are likely to get into the
SEC's orbit.

We can't really tell that from our own records,

though.
MR. BARR:

I think the records of the courses on

SEC that you ran this summer and you're repeating thls fall
and winter will indlcate who are taking them and who are the
SEC practitioners.
MR. CAREY: They've been very successful.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

And very well done.

MR. BARR:' And I believe these courses have been
. successful.' .
MR.

C~~:

MR.

BA&~:

They've been very well received by the

people.
The real problem is where a small :f'1rm

atter.lpts to do a bigger Job than he's staffed to do and 'Ile
see that weakness every once in a whlle.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

I think we are doing one further

thing here which is a development of the past three years,
various

co~~ttees,

and not only in this area, are encouraging

a system of referrals, trying to make mechanics and machinery
to get referrals on a
'basis.

l~t

of subjects around to a practical

•
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But this question of special accreditation or
specialization, I should say, affects a lot of our areas,
over and beyond,.taxes,clearly, public offerings, management
sciences.

I don't care who these guys are in the smaller

11,000 firms, they probably can't be competent in more than
one of the subareas as individuals.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Certainly.

I agree.

But we have no identification

process.
MR. CAREY:

Nor have ·the lawyers yet.

They've

been fighting it out for 10 years.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Where do you stand on that?

Wasn't

that on the floor at your assembly even last year?
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I think it was •.

You know a lot of us don't take those problems
very seriously in law.

I mean, the American Bar Association,

frankly, doesn't stand at the top of the law profession.

Most

of us don't really think about any of their problems and
they seem to be almost like trade association problems by
and large.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Now you have kind of a supergroup

by invitation or something or other?
COMMISSIONER CARY:

The Law Institute?

•
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MRo TRUEBLOOD:

Yes o

COMMISSIONER CARY:

11m

a member of that but that

doesnlt ever concern itself with these problema.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:
COMMISSIONER

It doesnlt.

CAR~:

It concerns itself only with

what the law is and should be in particular areas.

It never

gets down into the. shall we say, the aSBociatioral aspects
of law_ or the economics. none of that.

MR. CAREY:

Isnlt it research and education?

COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Yes.

Is this something we ought

11)

be

considering in a sense that some of the more difficult trying
problems in accounting and auditing are of no interest
whatsoever -- I hate to call them the bottom 10.000, but you
know what I mean.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:
Instit~tels

Sure.

Is this helpf~l? . You say the

purpose is to define what the law should be and

ought to be rather than what it is.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

Yes.

It would be almost a counterpart to
Principles Board. wouldn1t it?
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Yes o

you~

Accounting

•
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COMMISSIONER CARY:
o~t

I never made the analogy before

it appears to be.
MR. CAREY:

It has occurred to me

qu~te

often that in

the American Institute of CPAB we have under one tent and
I

1--

under one governing body and in a sense one staff the counterparts of the American Law Institute, the Practicing Law InBtitute l the Conrerence

or Bar Examiners and a couple of other

\

things and the American Bar Assooiation.
COlVl1VIISSIONER CARY: Yes.
MR. CAREY: I donlt know whether we Ire right or

wrong.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

It IS all under one umbrella.

Under one umbrella l all these different

functions.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR.

C~1EY:

Yes.

I·am not sure whether it would be better

if they were spread out, or worse.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

It's a difficult question.

We do get involved with the trade

association aspects of the practice and with the politics
of 8,000 small guys who vote and in a way I have felt that
perhaps this is an inhibiting thing and that if we did our
research and education under other auspices we might be able to

\
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do it more rapidly and more effectively.
The people who are concerned would run it and maybe
that's the way it ought to be.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
of

Of course, I'm very critical

going into fields where accoUT!tants have more

lav~ers

competence.

I was almost the reverse of my people who wanted

me to write.

I might have really attacked the bar and said

they had no business.

Some of them are trying to, let's

say, make out income tax returns.
do so.

And other things.

'.

They're not qualified to

I'm thinking back about 12 or 13

years ago, andI think that th~t 1s a -- I don't know it they
have ever assumed, or shall we say recognized their
limitations, which I think they well shOUld.
Thelr role is really working
membe~s

conjun~tively

with

of,.the accdunting profession and not, shall we say,

in competition with some

o~

them.

So that is one point.
Now, as to this thing -- I think Irwin Griswold
though has gone -- 1'm not sure about this -- Has Irwin
gone so far as to say he thinks there ought to be a tax bar,
in effect?

I'm not sure whether he has or not.

r·lR. CAREY:

I don't believe he has.

COIVIMISSIONER CARY:

I know there have been a number

•
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of people who have been speaking to that.
MR. CAREY:

·~ome

people have.

COMMISSIONER: .CARY:
say there ought to be

S1milarly, I suppose they would

securities bar 1n the same way, only

~

those who··.would be qualified to work, let's say, on reg1stration statements and the like.
MR. CAREY I

There is, ot course, a Treasury Bar.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

There 1s, but that's a conserva-

tive --

·MR. CAREY:

It's a permissive enrollment.

COMr·'1ISSIONER CARY:

A limited field.

Yes.

In thinking 1n terms of law, I am sure there has
been considerable amount of talk in that direction, but I
really haven't given it enough thought to speak to it very
at all knowledgeably.

I don't really have any knowledge on

it.
It really hasn't interested me very much, to be
perfectly frank.

I'm not interested in foreclosing other

people from entering in.

I Si;.ppose the teacher in me would

like to see them develop in these directions.
MR.. LINOWES:

of expansion of

laNyers~

l~r.

Ca!"J, on that same line in terms

service, do you liave any feeling

about the expansion of the accountants' services, especially

•
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in areas of management sCience?

What is your own feeling as

to how far we should go in our position?
COMMISSIONER CARY:

Yes.

I suppose

I think I

see some disadvantages but on the other hand I would t hink
that a broadening of the accounting profession and its
role 1s all to the good, myself.
when it comes to the

~ttest

'\

~

It does present some problemal \

function and the re1ianoe upon

it because, as you begin to move from Judg1na,: 'lat""a say,
the economic oonsequences of something in terms of the facts
into sort of beginning to judge the quality of performance
you really donlt have the standards to attest to it, and
therefore I think you probably have to be very careful, and
that is why I drew a line in my discussion on the investment
company matter.

1

You have to be very careful not to attest to things

'I

\
\

beyond your competence, beyond anybody1s competence, as a
matter of faction, anyone person1s competence.

\,
\

•

But I think

if you recognize that line, there is no objection, it seems
to me, for their going into a broader number of fields.

Of

course, it produces, in turn, an exceedingly high'degree of
specialization, beca'l.:.se I am sure the people ';lOrk1ng with
computers and the like are going to have to be a specialized
group within a big accounting firm, and therefore it has that

1
~

I
I
i
I
c

J
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fu~ther

disadvantage that you lose a little flexibility as

a oonsequence.
I suppose at some point I begin to urge that a line
\

be drawn when big firms become so muoh bigger and when they

I

begin to be so specialized that it really becomes a largescale, multi-state institution.

v

I think at some point along

I

,I'

the way accounting fir.ms, like brokerage firms, like' industriall\
ooncerns ought to recognize the eoonomic and man,agement limits
to their size.
But that's moving into another problem in this,
but it does touch on it beoause these big firms partioularly
I think have got to watch this.
MR. LIZJOWES:

Touching on the area that properly

falls within the'purview of the accounting profeSSion,
we
,
certainly belong in all matters dealing with accounting.
Do you feel that there are other segments of
society that have an equal responsibility with the accounting
profession in accounting principle matters?
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:
MR.

LINO~mS:

I don't --

You mean like management?
Y~nagement,

the government.

Does he

feel the government really has an interest in helping 'evolve
accounting principles, for example?

\I

1\

/

i
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In other words, are there other segments that have
a positive,'

creativ~'

type of responsibility?

Right now, we,

the accounting profession have taken that on ourselves, but
it seems to me accounting permeates all of our endeavors.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. LINOWES:

\

Right.

Are some of the other segments of

society, therefore, charged with, morally charged ,with
some responsibility for evolving accounting principles?
COMMISSIONER CARY: I don't know that they do so
consciously.

Of course l each group is thinking about its

own problem, even if it's within the government.

I mean,

wheth~r

the Internal Revenue Service is thinking in terms of, you
might saYI immediate receipts ought to be subject to
taxation, regardless of their traditional accounting character l
or whether it is the FCC thinking of it from a certain type of
rate or anDther one of the agencies, or government contracts,
or Defense Department thinking of it differentlYI you've
got all of these government institutions thinking in

te~s

of a narrow approach, and then you come down to us and I

suppos~

we're the least l \'1e really have tbe least axe to gri:ld of
any government instit-,;tion.
Now 1
responsibility.

~lhen

we

~ome

to us I think we have that

We have teen

exercisi~g

it in large part l I

•
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think, through the excellent efforts of Andy Barr, and·1 said,
ip this little talk that Mr. Carey is familiar

and is

wit~

go1ng to be published, that I feel that there· is a certain
respons1b1lity on us to be pushing, you m1ght say, account1ng
principles ahead, although I don't think the government should
take it over.

I don't think we're

I don't think we're

the anst'ler to all these problems, and I am reluctant and
conservative about that.
I do think, however, we should lend some support,
even substantial support to the evolution of accounting
principles and in that way -- and I stated there, lest there
be some doubt in view of these positions we have taken -- that

But you think it·

sho~ld

still not

be directly partiCipating?
COlJIrITSSIONER CARY:

I don't think it should be

the dictator.
MR. CAREY:

In other words, you would push

COlVliUSS10NER CARY:

'.lS

Tnat 1s correct.

MR. CAREY:

-- to do things, but you wouldn't
...--......._ .• .,.
necessarily..................
do them yourself •
."...

'~.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

That is correct.

MR. 'I'EUEBLOOD:'

I press -che participative

r·~ay

l)

Il

we adhere to that approach and I still adhere to it.
MR. TRUEBLOOD;

~

o
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aspects of this?
COMIttSSIONER CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Yes.

I mean" to say"

assUli~

the Accounting

Principles Board might some time work" should you have
representation -COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR..

TRUEBLOOD:

On it.
on it'l

COf4MISSIONER CARY:

I don't know, Either we should

have representation" have a very large voice or not have
.,.----........

representation.

5a

I don't know.

I'd hate to speak to that"

whether or not they should.
I would say it would not bother me to see us representated on that.

Now the problem would come up in this

\

1

form, as I see it.
Assume that our representative" be it Andy Barr or
another person" expressing what he believed to be the
government" SEC in this case" point of view" finds that that
view is not adopted.

Does that place us in a little more

embarrassing posture when it comes to our

put~ing

into

effect the prinCiple that is arrived at?
My own vie'\'l is: probably it really doesn't. I'm
not oversensitive about trle thing, but it merely would give
the group some advance krJ.owledge of huw the SEC was thinking,

i\

,
i

\
\.

\\

II
\

i

\\
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which might affect their

J~dgment

it~

or what-have-you or strenghten
that the Commissioner

to some

exte~t~

moderate-it

and I would still think

for example. ought to have

it~elf.

independence in a necessary case to express its

vi~w.s

contrary

to those arrived at.by the Accounting Principles Boam.
think it should do so infrequently.
can't

~

I

I didn't know and I

-- I wish I had had about six months l for examp,le l

to think through that investment credit_problem in

ord~r

to

arrive at a satisfactory conclusion and in light of all of
the other points to be considered. but we didn't have that
much time and therefore -- we're a group of, let's face itl
primarily lawyers. corporate lawyers and we thought that

\

\

\

technical approaches could be taken in an area of that kind
and we didn't think it was quite as open and shut as that
.,
and therefore we obvio~sly demonstrated reluctance to go
along with the more finite position taken by the Accounting
--,..........-...... _,.............
Principles Board.
That doesn't mean in principle that our views, A,

., ..,
\

could not be expressed
earlier and that we shouldn't in
.....

_. ._.,. . .

..

. ._. . . . . . . . . '.'" . . . . __ .,. '-" . .

principle also have a bias in favor of trying to sUPJ.?'2rt the
c_~--

-......._.~

"~".",..

~! ...... .

Accounting Principles Boara or any other institution of like
~~-.

__ ..

-'~.-

.....

-.~

...._t.,., . '· ......

·-·.~'·~,.

..·-....

I.

"

•

kind that gets into that field.
!lIR. TRUEBLOOD:

By the same line of reasoning, then.

,
,
"

i

1
I

l

j
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not negating our professional responsibility,

our

primary

professional responsibility in any way, I presume that you
would say that in the formulation of the principles by whatever group we ultimately come up with should include or
might well include active participation by other parties'
of primary interest such as corporate management, corporate
lawy~rs?

COMMISSIONER CARY:
government ••

.

Right.

And even

.

MR. CAREY:

I have some doubts.

for instance, Mr. Cary, if Andy,
Board and he voted

Absolutely.

h~

s~y,

How would it work,

were a member of this

convictions and the Commission didn't

back him up on it?
MR. BARR:

I've been overruled by the king.

(Laughter. )
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I would think in a case of that

kind -MR. CAREY:

\'le

could then claim that the Commission's

representatives went along with this and I would think it
~lould

create a problem.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I

would

thi~

that in a case

of that kind, if you have a responsible person like Andy
representing you, that he probably wouldn't vote as such in a

•
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case of that kind where he didn't think he had the support of
the Commissioner.
MR. CAREY:

This would mean in effect that he

wouldn't vote until he was reasonably certain what the
Commission'thought and this, it seems to me, is perhaps not
very good.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

He could express his v1ews.

He l",ould express his views in the meantime.

MR. CAREY:

This· would mean in effect that the

Board couldn't issue anything until it had been cleare d with
the Cormnission?
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

I mow certain other members . of the

Board who don't vote until they'f1nd out what somebody'else
thinks too.
(Laughter. )

MR.

LINO~mS:

We're discussing really accounting

principles and its theory from an academic

.

'

aspec~

when you

referrir.g to the government point of view.
COIIlMISSIONER CARY:

A partiaular agency's point of

view.
I~.

of

LINOWES:

Yes, or a pal"ticular agency I s point

'lie~·I.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

There isn't a goverrrment point
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of view.
, MR. LINOWES:

,Is there a point or view of a

particular agency that should be any

d~~re~ent

from

objective~~

oonceived accounting principles theoretically developed?
MR. CAREY:

It all depends on who's looking whether

it's objective or not.
(Laughter.)
MR.

LINO~mS:

Yes, but I would assume, if it's

theoretically developed, there could be som~ unan~ity of
feeling, and I can further see

whe~

very clearly in specific

oases a commission or a board could come out with an
expression of opinion contrary to what the theoret1cal
principle is.
I don't see any necessary conflict there-, frankly.
That 1s, 1f important agenc1es' representat1ves sat on
profess1ons' boards and helped developed these princ1ples.
In th1s case, the
cases, and there

CO~isBion
a~e

generally deals with spec1fic

so many 1mportant

circ~tances

that

relate to each case that even though they may go against
the pos1t1on taken by an Account1ng Principles Board 1n a
specific case 1t

\~ould

I \liQuId l1ke to see
~'!e

not refute

evo~ve,

~he

objective that I th1nk

I don't know" or at least trut

should consider evolving, that 1s the part1c1pation of
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different segments in the development of Accounting Principles.
MR." CAREY",
"ask

r~.

I",wQuld like" to Speak""ito that and then

Cary and Andy if they

would~give

their view on it.

It has bean suggested many times and it is recurringly

s"uggeste~

that so many people have a st"ake in this thing that they ought
to be represented "in the decision-making. I have a feeling
that if you have corporate management, the SEC, the academic

fraternity. the

'l~rge

firm. the small firm adequately represen-I\

ted in this situation you get a divergence of viewpoint which
is going to make progress extremely difficult.
I don't think we're really certain.

~

}

It seems to

me what we ought to be trying to do is to decide what
independent auditors can cer.tify to, not what kind of accounting business ought to use for its purposes or what the
Federal Power Comrnissi"on ought to use for its purposes and
Whatnot.
Now, in doing that, everybody at interest ought to
have voice.

Their opinion should be solicited.

I'm afraid

we'd get into kind of' a logjam .. a stalemate wnere you never
get anything out, if you've get every organization, financial
executives, the internal auditors, the AAA, the NAA, the
agencies and everybody
of the corporations.

~lse

in the act, including top

managemen~

It would be an almost unmanageable thing,

\

\

;

I
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process.

We have a hard enough time getting the independent ~
auditors to agree on anything.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

Referring to that problem, your

pOint, and your question, I think that you are getting down to
really where we are no longer in theory, welre really in
practice, in practical terms, and can you achieve anything
with this cross-section?
It is true so many times that if we had to 'get a
cross-section of every one weld get nothing done, and it is
also true, happily, in many institutions, and I think itls
true in yours -- it's not so.much true in the American Bar
Association, unfortunately -- that if the leadership of it
are thoughtful peopleUley really express a broader point of
view than the various segments of the organization.

I don't

think this is true of the American Ear Association;

I think

it is almost tte reverse, although I wou1dn.t want to be
quoted on that.
If you have, if you are fortunate enough to have
your leadership sort-of the

~~ho1e

being greater than the sum

of its parts, in this sense, the leadership is of a higher

·V~
I

caliber than ita greatest parts, then I suppose, really, the
best thing to do is to -- in most instances, to allow that
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leadership to go ahead and in a smaller group, perhaps not

f

truly representative in one way, but somehow representative

1J

I

.~,

of leadership, to set forward standards.
That's probably the only feasible way to do it.
MR. CAREY: . With the time' pressures which we feel
and which I think you share toward progress
COMMISSIONER CARY:

MR. CAREY:

Yes.

-- in my job I'm so conscious of

\
;

administrative obstacles, of mechaniCS
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

Yes.

that my intuition says, Let's give

somebody the power to do something.

And in

thi~

connection

you may have heard -- I'm sure Andy has -- of a proposal that
is now before our Council next spring, and I wondered if you
have any comment -- that in effect it oe required by the
Institute as a part of its Rules of Ethics that when the
Accounting Principles Board has spoken that shall be generally
accepted accounting principles for the purposes of an
auditor expressing an opinion on statements, and if he
departs from it because he believes the departure is sound
he must J..l.stify the departure in his opinion?
COltlIUSSIONER CARY:
Accounting Principles 30ard?

From the principle of the

"\

H
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lVlR. CAREY:

Yes l sir.

COMMISSIONER

C~~Y:

a good development myself.

I personally think that might b
In other words l it's the only

f

way to be pushing toward a sort of higher standard and making
them --.it gives certain flex1bility because it doesn't
necessarily make them meet that standard l but it makes them
- _ - _ .__...
___
.-..
....... .
~

'!"'.~.-fM""~

Justify failing to meet itl and I personally think that that
m.

,..... ~~'v.-.~",....,..",,~-

is an approach that has a great deal of merit.
As I have said once or twice to AndYI I am not.sure
but what we ought to think in

te~s

of forcing and adopting

that approach too, sort of in effect giving it some further
imprimatur, we, the SEC.
MR. CAREY:

It ';would put you in the position of

e1ther hav1ng to accept an

abno~nal

form of cert1f1cate in

a case where the circumstances were so unusual the auditor
was r1ght and the Accounting Princ1ples Board was wrong and
he could Justify the departure.
In that case you \'1ould either have to accept it
or maybe unfairly penalize the company by stick1ng to the
unqualified opinion.rulir.g.
COMflITSSIONER CARY:

Of course, we could

MR.CA~~:

Would that

MR. BARR:

I can see a little trouble 1n trying to

pose~any trouble~

----._..,..,....----

•

force all accountants by a rule of this kind -- it would be
violating their code of professional ethics if they didn't
do this.

The Practice of the Aooounting Procedures Com&ittee

and the Board i1n-'all its pronouncements'4> to now is that
these decisions have to be tested in practice to see whether
they do contain challenging subjects.
There have been a few 1h' ,the past that have been

MR. CAREY:
MR. BARR:

'J.bat is true.

Pretty generally.

"MR. TRUEBLOOD:
MR. CAREY:
MR. BARR:

And in the present.

Unfortunately.
Maybe unfortunately .. but maybe it

indicates too hasty decision or, failure to convince.

appropr~ate

word in any situation I can remember.

(Laughter

D )

r.'IR. BARR: In the old Accounting Procedures
Committee it was charged to a too hasty decision in some
oases for getting

ou~

MR. CAREY:
respon~1bility

of this

veleases that were unneoessary.
Let's assume .. Andy .. that with a
~ind

hasty or ill-considered.

on it the Board isn't

It is obviously

goir~

goir~

to be

to cor-suIt

•
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'.
everyone.
The idea that we put out a pronouncement and you
can follow it or not follow it until it has gained general
acceptance means in effect general acceptance .by.

---_...

corporations~

.~-,--"'---

and this seems to me to be a peculiar development that the
corporations are setting the standards by which auditors
express their .opinions and you get around backwards.
I mean you have substantial authoritative support
for sorru:rthing because so many oompanies have done
it may not be at all what's considered the

~est

it~

and

accounting

in light of the circumstances.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

There's another underlying --

MR. CAREY:

ta1~ng

lIm

about comparability in

uniformity which Mr. Cary did in his speech.
COIWSSIONER CARY:

MR. CAREY:

Yas.

And how do you get at it with any

speed?
MR. BARR:

\'i1th all de1i"oerate speed.

MR. TRU2BLOOD:

But isn't there a larger distinction.

Typically the work of our committees, both in auditing and
in accounting have been a

matte~

of codifying practice as it

has come to be as distinguished from prospectively saying, It
shall be.

l
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MR. BARR:

Yes.

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Now, I think there is a significant

distinction here in that a pronouncement of the APB or whathave-you which pulls together the pieces of practice and
says, We've had enough time to decide. and this is it, is
one thing, making an announcement on the de minimus investment )
credit problem is quite another.
MR. CAREY:

Because that uas new.

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Because it was new and we had no

experience and we had no trial and error, you see.
MR. BARR:

But that was seized as the ideal one on

which to get out a pronouncement and make everybody do it
one way.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:
MR. BARR:

But what should be the role

Or the test where the Commission kicked

over the traces -MR. TRUEBLODD:
MR. BARR:
enough about this.

Tha t 's right.
and said, well, look, we don't know

"'ITe

don't know enough about this to have

to decide only one way is the answer.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:
our objective 1s,

wheth~r

But don't we have to decide what
it is retrospective or prospective

in these areas, before we decide how

~'le

are going to deal with

\

\

l
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the pronouncements as they come off the press.

MR. BARR:
p~oposal~
know~

As you see the application of this

and live talked to a lot of people about

it~

you

and while a lot are in favor of it ._•
MR. TRUEBLOOD: Even though you Ire not a member of

the Executive Committee or the Board.
MR. BARR:

I

hear these th1ngs.

That's why I go

places and keep my .ears to the ground.
MR. CAREY:

Did you say youlre not in favor of

it~

or didnt you say?

I was asking you now.

MR. ·BARR:

My initial

personal reaction is that it may divide the profession and
create problems that are worse than the cure expected.
I '\-las gOing to ask

you~

on this investment

would you say that what you are propOSing is

t~e

credit~

same thing

the Commission said in our release on the investment

credit~

a

that \'/e'll take/qualified certificate it it's not in line
with the Principle Board's solution?
MR. CAREY:

Not precisely that.

would never happen again.
MR. BARR:
is that if anybody
pronounceme~t

'.

I would hope that

TNhat I had in mind

\</hat you are saying this proposal
\'lant~

is~

to do it different from the

of the Board they have to justify it.

presumabl,l

•
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it would go this far that you would say that failure to do
whatthe Board says would mean that you would have to say that
this is not in aooordanoe with generally aooepted aooounting
?

prinoiples, but that's going to give Mr. Spotoheok his
oppo~tunitY,to s~y

that prioe level adjustment acoounting

presents olearly what is not' in aooordanoe with generally
aocepted acoounting principles.
,

MR. CAREY:
MR. BARR:
will work in the

I,'m not preoisely sure. Ho one has yet-I have trouble seeing just how this

ar~of

MR. CAREY:

praotioe that we have to administer.

As I see it, and Mr.-Trueblood oould

say in oertain Circumstances, it is not that this is not
in acoord with generally aocepted ':acoounting

pri~oiples'

but

that he couldn't say it was in acoord with generally aocepted
acoounting prinoiples.

He could say he believes it's in

aooordance with sound aocounting prinoiples in the circumstanoe
although it deviates from the decision of the APB on the
ground that, just the oircumstances are suoh and sUOh, whioh
he oelieves is better and he therefore expresses tne opinion
that

t~e

statements clearly reflect.
This shouldn't

ca~se

you too much trouble if you

agree it:i th nim.
It's just as T"lr. Cary said.

It's an indication, a

•
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revelation that the standard has been deviated from.
MR. BARR:
I am

&-

sy.mpath~tic

I know what you're trying to get at and

with
the_-_
notion
"'-..........
. . . . -.. . . . . that
_... we should try to get

rid of ·these differenoes.

I can visualize a per10d l if this

kind of thing goes through, where we

wi~l

have a wide variety

of certificates.
!JIR. CAREY:

MR.

BARR:

I
And

think that is correct.
our probleml I

thi~1

in the

Commissioner will be which of these varieties are aodeptable?
We have enough trouble now with insurance companies, bank
- holding companies and others l and you're going to multiply
this diversity of certificates l I think.

MR. CAREY:

You've got less trouble on the surface

now b'.lt more
m1Cierneath l because you Ire accepting -.mqualified
fJ'' . ,(.......""" ,...., .'!F:t.,...... _
op1nions on financial statements. which treat the- investment
,_~"9 \ . . :......

__
._.• .e.,..... II ..

cred"it in either

~\Tay

and therefore reflect in different

waysl min1mallYI I'm sure.

MR.

BAP~:

MR. CAREY:

MR. BARR:

Eve~ything

a
}
is governed by/materiality

Yes.
Before any acc0untant will take an

exception.
I,m. CAREY:

That's right, but let's say it

1...

ere:,.'t.

)
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MR. BARR:

Are you saying the materiality test

doesn't apply to this?
~.

CAREY:

Oh~ no~

no.

It does.

Materiality goes

right through.
MR. BARR:

That 's

~ne

thing about the investment

credit. I don't think we've seen more than one certificate
that has an exception.

We're aware of that.

~m. C~~:

I(R. BARR:

And the amounts involved are so small

in most cases that no accountant would mess up hie certifioate.

MR. CAREY: That's

after the shouting we've

why~

had -MR.

BA&~1

We've had a lot of shouting O'ler

this~

but it hasn't added up_
MR. TRUEBLOOD:
me~

Andy~

can I press this -- Excuse

./"

are you finished on that?
~m.

BARR: " I probably have said too much already.

MR. TRUEBLOOD:
the standara;opin1op?
MR. :sARR:

l;/hy

For you or for us?
iJhy?

MR. TRUEBLOOD:
MR. BARR:

I want to press a question.

Why?

Why this

stereot~~ed

He i";ent through that --

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

I mow.

opinion?

•
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lVIR. BARR:

-- with McKesson a while back and the

effort was to reach some uniformity of expression.

It is

supposed to indicate that accountants are thinking

gen~ra11y

along the same l1nee,in arriving at that conclusion.

))

We've had some trouble identifying all of thQse
]nee that lead to that conclusion, I'll grant you.
MR. TRUEBLOOD: . But it takee away just one devil
of a lot of flexibility in relation to things that maybe
people should know, or might be helpful to know.

I

the

ad~t

ap?raisa1 practice is much more difficult.
MR. BARR:

We had to come out on expressions of
Why? ~

opinion about an audit in the opening inventory problem.
because

we.we~

reading words to say one thing and when

we put our foot down and released 90 the Commission felt it
was time to stop this

variati~n

in wcrdage and make people

say what they meant.
MR.

TR~~LOOD:

I think this is Jack's ,oint.

There

are more cases than you might like to see.
MR. 3ARR:
we got 90 out.

~le11,

let me explain what happened after

I had quite a parade of people through

office on this business of an opening inventory.
a 1 at of cases pend lng
ri~ht

~nd

we said

\'le' re

my

There were

going to apply them

noW', not delay it. So we had partners from the sane firm
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coming in who said that with the foregoing

explanatio~

it was

not an exception ar.d that he could take it out and give a
clean certificate.
A partner from the same firm would come in and say#
~elll

in his case l with the foregoing explanation, it is

an exception and I will not give a clean certificate,
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. BARR:

On practicaly the same facta.

On the aame facts.

So we had to get that thing cleared up.
It you can say that the statement is in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles, you ought to
have a fair idea of what you are saying.

If we put a

variation of words in these certificates we are going to
have to go through the same thing we have with thia al;ldit
representation.
How much variances do these make?
MR. CAREY:

You've got to look at the other side of

the coin.
MR. BARR:

That's ,'Ihy the Accounting Principles

Committee or Procedure Committee was set up, to try to
identify these things that ought to be done about the same
waYI and for the most
MR. CAREY:

p~rt

}

it works.

Uhen you get a standard opinion of this
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sort, it is either signed or not signed.

Then in the gray

areas where there is a little doubt as to what is right,

because if he puts in an explanatory paragraph or has an
exception why he is jeopardizing his client's filing with
you.

So there is an awful lot of pressure on him to comprom-

ise.and somehow get uDder the wire.
But there is more than that.

It seems to me

more importantly that the company can -- 1'le11, itd. sales can
drop a million and its net profit only drops $10,000, because

it ·decides to deter its maintenance, to not replace some
heating, fire the advertising agency, and do a lot of things.
It still gets a clean opinion, because all those things
really happened.
MR. BARR:
that can happen.

Mr. Cary mentioned all of those things

TheY're administration of the business.

MR. CAREY:

Personally I would like to see C?As

read and almost required to make some observat1ons, other than

j

their two standard paragraphs, so that a reader of the
statement gets some conception of why.
I.ffi.

BARR:

In the prospectus we require an

explanat10n of the variat10ns from year to year.

a requirement for many years ana well observed.

That's been

I

J

•

MR. LINOl.iES:

Do

YO'\l

think one of the problems in

this basic problem -MR. BARR:

Those are

ch~nges

in business conditions.

changes in managerial judgment as to how they're going to
run the business.
MR. CAREY:

That's correct. but the financial

statement rarely shows to an ordinary investor or even to
an analyst.

MR.

BAP.R:

They show a lot if you look at them

carefully •.
MR. LINOWES:

ille are tI7ing to make one statement

be all things to all men and maybe our approach has to be
to consider

~ltiple

statements for a particular business

from accountants.
I can see very clearly

whe~e

from your
. point of view

looking after the investing public's interest you want certain
things expressed and feel that they could be an-oj are material
for your purposes; "/hereaa. from another point of view. perhaps
the credit lender. they might not be
Do you

thin~ t~at

~aterial.

one of the solutions might be

the development along tne line of presentation of several
statements?
COlIlMISSIONE'R CA...'=tY:

For different consumers?

1
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r~.

LINOWES:

~til.

CAREY:

For different consumers.
~Iell"

MR. LINOWSS:

it I~ dOone.

It IS dO:1e regularly.

ItJs Qone" but should that be the

.,.

01

direction in which our whole profession is 60ipg?
7a

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

lim curious" let·me say.the

motivating influence is different perhaps" but in effect
what t'1e are now suggesting or tossing in the air is that the
common ordinary invester needs more than briefed up set of
financial statements with a stereotyped opinion in oI'CIer to

'~.

have any Judgment about this.
Mi. CAREY:

This br.1ngs .. up the proposal that reports

to stockholders be consistent with filings with the
COMmISSIONER CARY,

Comm1ssione~.

Getting to one point that you

made a moment ago" Mr. Linowes" I have never given this
any thouzht" b1..:t I have asked myself occasionally whether e\'en
the Co:nmiss10n ought to·,ask for multiple statements.
That is" if you took several major·areas which are
following one acco'.,mting principle which yields one result
in terms of

ea~n1n3s pe~

share and

ano~her pri~ciple

yield a 61fferent and larger earnings per

sha~e"

would

I just t'londer

-

1'lhether or not at times 'lIe should:: It in efr"ect compel it to
be :!.nd icated 'ooth ways •
............ -...---.-_ .......... ...,.".....

That \'1ould lead to multiple stateme:;.ts"

~·;~:)Uldn

't it,

·.
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within our own, as one consumer in effect.
MR. BARR: Illr. Greer, I don't know whether you know·
Howard Greer or not?
COMMISSIONER CA.1=iY:

MR. BARR:

I d on I t know him.

But he is a very vigorous speaker and

leader in the profession for a long time.

He spoke at

Philadelphia about five years ago on this problem and he
repeated practically the same speech at Stanford this
fall at the Accounting Association Meeting.

He was on the

?

same program with Leonard Spotcheck, incidentally, but he
was the last speaker.
He proposed that you take a -- plot a path with the

I,

figures developed on the most conservative basis and then
another path applying the opposite views and plot that whole
buSiness, and then you draw a line through the middle and
you might have the anstITer.
(Laughter. )

riffi. TRUEBLOOD:
area of detail,

~~.

This is going back and it's in the

Cary, but I'm kind of

curio~s

about this

relatively small group of yours that decides whatthe law
should be ..
Did you indicate this was the magnitude of a thousand
or less, numbers?

The

A~erican

Law Institute?
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COMMISSIONER CARY:

The American Law Institute.

By the "lay, they donlt decide what the law should
bel they come up with recommendations as to what the law
should be which are not necessarily accepted or even examined
by courts.
MR. TRUEBLOOD: But they do, for example, get into
the drafting of model laws on a subject basis?
COMItlISSIONER CARY:

That is correct.

1 thinkthe

most creative one lnrecent times has been the model
criminal code.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

referred to it by

Is this sU.per group or however you

~nvitation,

COMMISSIONER

~ARY:

by examination, by application?
Purely by application, and I

donlt know hO\tl people are invited into it but Ilve had maybe
10 of my

fr1e~ds

under my sponsorship become members.

It is

usually somebody who has a fairly good intellectual background
~-.'

and who is either a --

pro~ably

as well or a professor and thOSe

an exceptional practitioner
ar~

the people, in a sense

people who have proven themselves. and have some intellectual
ability by and large who are the ones

~lJho

are made members of

it.
MR. CAREY.:

DQ their dues support its

COMMISSIONER CARY:

Not really, no.

acth~i

ties?

They get fvnds
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from research

from foundations.

.

MR. CAREY: Do the members get any.special privileges
in the way of publications not

COMMISSIONER CARY:

avallab~e

to others?

NO I those could be available

to anybody at a price l so there1s nothing in that sense of
that naturel except insofar as they have meetings.
MR. CAREY:

They.do have meetings?

COMMISSIONER CARY: They have an annual meeting
which is about three or four days at the Mayflower every
year l late MaYI and they have committees meeting throughout
the year and they have a special committee, for instance,
meeting on maybe what changes should wrought in the model
criminal code l and that group wouJd have met over a period
of substantial time.
I might say that this orga!'lization l I donlt know
that it has immense effect.

J.

I have sometimes raised a

question about whether or not it1s worth the time.
Learned Hand l for example, wasa very active cemcer
of the American Law Institute and I always thought that
Learned Hand could have spent his tir:le more profitably l'lriting
three or four other speeches a2m I think they would have
had :nore impact than watered

dO~'m

American Law Institute produces.

versions of law which the )\

•

Thatrs a personal opinion of mine.
MR..TRUEBLOOD:

Do you have administrative or political

problems on membership or is it pretty well accepted that you
get in if you1re accepted?
COMMISSIONER CARY:.
I~.

CAREY:

Do you have a large staff?

COMMISSIONER CARY:
one man in effect.

N0 6 no problems.

Re1at1velY6 almost to about

:'1e1l 6 he I s got assistants.

MR. CAREY:

No .research?

COMMISSIO~lffi

CARY:

No research staff.

a succession of very good research directors.

We have had

One died

recently and that was Judge Goodrich 6 the Dean of the
University of Pennsylvania Law School and a Judge of the
Court of Appeals as well.
Now we have a professor who is a colleague of mine
Herbert ?
and one of my closest friends 6JAechsler of Columbia University.
MR. CAREY:

Is that a full time job?

CO~w.rrSSIONER

CARY:

N0 6 it's. about a half time job.

In other \'Jords 6 he still retains his professorship.
MR. CAREY:

The actual work is done

by

a volunteer

co!mnittee?
COIVlMISSIONER CARY:

The actual 'work is done -- He

super\Tises 6 and he fS an exceedingly accomplished man6 I think
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much more than Judge Goodrich was intellectually" I think
probably, but he would supervise and try to get these projects
going.

He \'lould also talk to the foundations about getting

money for it and he would participate in all the meetings of
the various committees relating to each of the projects which
were under way.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

lid like to go back to someth1ng

else, again, that we talked

a~out

a bit earl1er, but then

I want to extend 1t over a little bit.

You made the

comment, Mr. Cary, that within limits the extension of our
interests and areas of competence was perhaps not only suitable
but required.

Some of us on the long-range group feel pretty

damn strongly about this, and there are many in the profession
Nho still regard w1th holy awe the neat'Qlsc1pline that
'II

come computers and integrated information systems that it
really isn't a debit and credit discipline any more; it
becomes more a matter of algebra.
l'lhat we have' -thought of which gets us into the
business of financial accounting as a discipline is not
going to have nearly the

separate~ess

management that it has had.

or the apartness within

Therefore, in order to do a

financial statement, which I presume there 1'1111 al\>lays be"
the auditor must have an ur.derstanding of a lot of things and

a lot of systems and a lot of methodologies that havenlt

)

heretofore been necessary and I gather from l'lhat you have
said that with this, YPu agree., '
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

True.

But now let IS move over into

management services which we have mentioned only casually.
I think it has

~een

generally accepted that we might be

expected to consult and advise in our area of expertness
financial accounting.
Do you have any feeling that it is inappropriate
for us to extend our consultation and advice' into these
related fields but which are not necessarily related to our
end product: the financial statement?
I think that is pretty rambling.
COMMISSIOlmR CARY:

I get the. question.quite well.

I don1t know that I have an answer.
Now you may well have a group within your
who are better trained

to~

say~

prof~ssion

go in am examine a company

in marketing terms and financial terms and other things than
most any

othe~ organization~

one of the management

with the

e~gineering

po~siole

firms.

Now~

exception of
should you get

into 1t?
I don1t suppose this would be an area where the
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attest function would have any role.
~m.

CAREY:

It all depends.

COMMISSIONER CARY:
Ma. 'mUEBLOOD:
COMMISSION~R

It might.

You think so.

It might.

CARY:

It seems to me a report by

a big accounting firm on a particular company would bel might
be or value but I am not sure that I would think or it as
something on which there would be anything more than an
opinion of that finn which could not be based on any prec·ise
standards oomparable to those that you apply in connection
with the attest function.
Now, then you get the question, the only question
I would say, if you are qualified to do itl why not, with
one limitation. and that is the other problem
always worried about today,

tha~

tha~

recognizing the

I am

~eed

for

firms to grow bigger they may become so big and so varied

(
\

\

I'

\

\
\

in their roles that they really don't stand for anyth1ngl and
they can achieve no controls.

So that it is

~eally

sort of

,

\
I

1

a group of individuals with varying degrees of ability and
integrity and responsibility

~nder

tI

one umbrella using the

]

same name.

o f course, I,suppose I am slightly Jeffersonian
in my approach to bigness 'but not really in the sense that I

.!
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worry about at some point units",whether they be industrial
concerns or accounting firms or law firms or brokerage
firms, reaching a point where they no longer stand for anything
Thatls the only way I can answer your question.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

May I ?ress you a little bit

COMMISSIONER CARY:

Sure.

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

remove bigness

And

and

fu~ther?

say we have

here a competent, respectable, ethical office of 100 thoroughly
in
expert/financial accounting but for reasons of self-interest
and ,necessary internal education and infprmation they have,
oh, say, a mathematical statistician. I can

relat~

this

directly to the audit process, I can relate it directly to the
measurement process, or what have you.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Yes.

Is there anything wrong in :.:;hat

environment with his undertakil".g, let us say, a sampling
determination 'Ilhich has nothing directly to do with the
fi~ancial

8a

process?
COMi'I!ISSIONER CARY:

r.m.

~AREY:

I can see nothing 'Ilrong.

-

Like the inventory or \'lhat have you?

COMI\lISSIONS~

CARY:

I see nothing wrong.

I am

trying to ask TJ1..yself \':ha,t reason i'lould someone give for
objecting

":;0

his doing it.

I donlt know.

i
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MR. CAREY:

We Ire looking, ahead, say, 20 'ye'ars, and

I have a reasonably strong feeling that the individual
certified public accountant 20 years from now will know
somethi~~

about statistical sampling and internal information

.

systems and computers and all the men in this firm will at
least have had a basic background in all aspects of this
measurement process.

It's getting so important tim afraid

maybe if they don't, they're dealing in a little narrow
area or balance.sheets and income

state~ents

and they may not

be able to deal with them very effectively if they don't
know what lies underneath.
So I don't think it's the cO~1es of unrelated

.

specialists that will evolve.

I think it will more likely

be an enlargement of our basic discipline. if I may put it )
that way, with all qualified responsible people.
I think it may well result in
firms instead of

~

a

smallening of

largening of them, because there would be

so much need for so many

han~s

as the machines take o'/er a

lot of' the data procgssir:g and even auditing steps, whicn
some people, great bodies 10sist they might do.
I don't have

ffiUC:1.'

trouble \o!ith any conflict between

so-called management services, if you define it tne \'lay I
mean it, out

VIe

got out an opinion from the Ethics COli'!llittee
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.

on independence recently where they just set up their general
standard that if

,

a situation involved

a conflict of interest

the manls not independent, or 'if it dgesn l t involve a conflict
'of interest there IS no reason why he shouldnlt be.

MR. BARR:

Welve talked about.that and I've been

pressed for answers on that question.
I

The distinction that

think both of us have made in articles and answers that

we have to give every day is that if-- this managemen'b --sel'vice
business reaches the point where the accountant is running
the business why held better make up his mind which way he l
going.

MR. TRUEBLOOD:
MR. CAREY:
MR. BARR:

No argument.

No argument.
But I'd say men who can avoid that kind

of a conflict don't have any tro'.lole.
IIIR. TRUEBL09D:

But we have :':lany of O:lr o1·m ..

pres;,;-.mab:!.y .. responsible members of' tile cO'Jncil who rise up on
the slightest provocation .and say .. Okay .. if you've got tc
have these

~eople

in the audit, put; them on the paY:c'oll

use them, but not a
Th~s-

do~lar

a~"'.d

of consulting fee.

is a de:ensive

arglli~ent.

:'lhat is it they're saying?

IVIR.

j3Aa.~:

11lR.

TRUEBLOOD:

-.-!ell ..

t~ey

,

say. Asstuning ~. ou need

')
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a mathematical statistician in order to
audit or to understand the

consult

the

systems?

All right.

MR. BARR:
~m.

\L~eplying

accamp~ish

!RUEBLOOD:

in the management

This is okay, but don't let him
consu~ting,

management engineering

or management services sense of the word.
Oh, I see •

MR. ElA..lffi:

. MR. ·.TRUEBLOOD:

Outside the audit field, right?

MR. CAREY:· .. That IS defensive and considered ultra-

conservative. I think.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

'ilell, it is, but I want to be sure·

o fit.

MR. CAREY:

I have several questions that I have

thovght of, if I may, because the time is growing short.
COMMISSI01\1ER CARY:
MR. CAREY::
lunch, out I

gue~s

Sure.

We wish you could stay with us after

you Ire busy too.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

I really think lid better get

back.
MR. CA1U.."""'Y:

One of ·them has not really too much

direct relationship and I stumbled in ·the course of our
investigations on this long-range business on a book called
Pricing Power and the Public Interest by Gardner C. flleans.
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Has this crossed your desk?
COMMISSIONER CARY:; I know it, but I haven't read
it.

MR. CAREY:
announced

t~at

Then yesterday the New York Times

the steel companies had teen subpoenaed to

appeal' 'be,fore a Grand Jury in connection with prices.

That's

what this book is about. It's an analysis of the steel
industry, and hels got -- I don't know how influential he
is.

I know he collaborated with Burling years ago on a

book that had a lot to do with the SecuDties Acts, I think.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

Yes.

And his point generally is that

pr~ces

ought to be the variant factor in determining corporate
performance rather than profits.

~DU

ought to get a fair

ret,urn on capital, out that management ought to be rewarded
and the government should do things to see that the ultimate
distribution of wealth as widely as possible is the objective
of the corporations.

He's got a lot of gimmicks about

incentives and so on.
Is this just wild-eyed thinking or is there in
Washington a real movement that Nay?

It ties in a little

bi t \,lith what some of our other consultants have said.
COMmISSIONER CARY:

I can't speak to this area.

It
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is outside my field and I think

t~at

the idea that there is

a philosophy in \iash1ngton most of the time, or at this time
can
is a little erroneous., I thi~~ you/extrapolate a traditional
or conventional approach taken by the Anti-trust Division,
for example, into a much broader principle than they themselves
have in mind.
I am sure there isn1t any sort of general philosophy,
let l s say, stemming from the Council of Economic Advisors
having read Gardner Means' Book, and talking withthe first
assistant or even the assistant attorney general in charge of
the Anti-trust
a pattern.

Divis~on.

I don't think that it's that much of

I don't see it.
MR.

C~tmY:

Okay •

. COMMISSIONER CARY:
gotten whether

I donlt see it at,all.

Now, whether or not -- I've for-

..or' not the Steel, tnquiru is"being'made

by the

Federal Trade Commission or the Anti-trust Division, b'ut it
would still apply, whichever way it is.
MR.

C~~:

The other question is international

standards of financial reporting.

Something very interesting

and accidental happened to us a couple of months ago.
have a committee that is, as a

~esult

Congress, trying to analyze the basic
25 countries of some importance.

We

or the International
diffe~ences

in, I think,

They are making some

\

o
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progress.

In fact, the firms put up some money to do it.
got an invitation to go over and talk to aman

~le

in the Ford. Foundation who is in charge of international
studies.

,
I

won't take the time to explain the contact l it

was accidental, but he asked us to come over l and
they are extremely interested in this

said

h~

field of the are

gen~ral

international business and' international finance.

1

. 1\
\

of!

,

\

He

suggested to us that they might see fit to give us a grant
to adr.linister, to conduct researches in this area thi'ough
universities and perhaps through foreign associations and.
perhaps have study conferences of knowledgeable people from
different countries to clear up p'oints and looki·ng to Bome

Do you think this would oe desirable?

MR •. BARR:' I woultl :sE{{.I think it would be

~

first
r=

....-...

rate idea •.
We're struggling with these foreign

registra~ts'

all the tice ,

t~Jing t~ ~econcile differences~

Japanese have

~

different philosophy of

~"l'otions

3~cause

fina~cial

than the European countries have and t!lan
are some deep-seated

1
f

I would' gather from what I heard you say that this

---_.

I

j

i

reconciliation of methods.

would ce important.

;

~le

have.

the

life
The":"e

of saving face in the public

domain in Japan that are a little harder to overcome than in

I
\
~
!
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Europe, maybe, but I have noticed in some of our contacts
with European

~~nagement

that they are pretty firmly set in

what they think is the proper way to represent their

b'L~siness

before the public.
They are almost as
thi~k

i~graned

as the Japanese.

I

the moat lioeral in meeting us and working out solutions

are the Dutch.
MR. CAREY:

Yes.

MR. BARR: \'le've had excellent cooperation.

COll'IMISSIONER CAR¥:

KLiVI.
,

MR. BARR:
MR. CAREY:

Phillips,

~~

Royal'Dutch.

You don't have any problems with the

British do you?
Ma. BARR:

To some extent.

TheY're a little

stubborn about some of thelr.views.
MR. CAREY:
extent,-l

~eally

If this thing should develop to

have two que'stions.

any

One is: ':[ould it be

pOBsib:e for the CommiBion to indicate an interest in the
matte~that

might, with a precise opportun1tYI convince the

Ford FOlJ.ndation to go ahead with their decision.
COMIIJIISSlm~ER

see why not.

CARY:

loon I t see \"hy not.

I mean, if that could :1elp you and

i:1te::->esteo, loon 't see ,,;hy

~le

cannot.

~'Te

I d on It
Ire

J
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MR. CAREY: It certainly will help' us.
The.' other thing is I wondered whether I can impose
on you, as we get into
spark in i td

~addy 1 s

t~e t~~ng,

eye right

if we do.

nO~T.

It's just a

But giving some of the

facts about some of the problems, some of the specifics and
why theY!'re important.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I don't think

the~

would be

any problem about helping you out on those lines.
Do you?
MR. BARR:

No. indeed.

I think it would be very

interesting.
We have

proble~~

of law as well as accounting.

I

don't know how far they want togo with this.
MR. CAREY:

1 dan't-know for sure, either.

1 am

supposed to draft a tentative proposal or indicational
memorandum and see ltlhther our Executive Co:nmittee
us to do this.

~l1ill

permit

It's a very unusual activity for us but

assuming'that the grant also covers administrative expenses,
there is no particular problem concerned.
MR. BARR:

;I!e

really have been running an interna-

.tional round table on accounting in our place during the
last few years.
MR. CAREY:

I don't doubt that.
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MR.

LINO~1ES:

Is your primary concern in dealing \

with these, ;.in supplying reporting one of comparability or

J

complete disclosure?
MR. BARR:

Both.

MR. LINOWES:

Do you feel that it is as important

in the administration of your work that you have effective
comparability?'

I understand disolosure.

I don't understand

whether you have big problems in comparability.
MR. BARR:

You're familiar with this little

pamphlet the Institute put out for .Advice to Fore,ign
Registrants.

-

I think that has a pretty suocinct summary of

our problems.
MR. LINOWES:

You take the view that they are all

the Commission's problems?
In other

WOrdS,1

personally I have always felt

-

the COmmission's primary problem was one of disclosure.
Comparability is of interest to the investment public and
more perhaps to the investment banker.

Therefore I ask the

question whether your attention to foreign reporting places
as much stress on comparability?
MR. BARR:

~ve

have felt if they are selling

securities in the United states to an American investor, from
those figures he sees,he is going judge from his

cacY~round
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in the American form of accounting.
explanat10n

and.~econciliation

There

to be some

o~t

between foreign practices and

what he normally would see in an American report.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

You said you thought they would

be of interest tb an American investment banker.

It seems

to me our interests are very close to those of an investment
banker, and therefore I would agree with Andy on that.point •

......-- ..... -...

MR. CAREY:

My last question is revet-ting to this

proposal that annual reports to stockholders be consistent
with filings with the Commission

~d

I.am not quite sure

what the effects would be, but would it have a tendency to
discourage innovation and experimentation?
rules are pretty set.

I mean, your

Once you file with the SEC you comply

with the rules until they

~

changed.

to stockholders the people, as I Undel"stand' it

,

nOl'1,

are

'-----_._things.

i

\,
;

~

I

I,

~

r

i

.I
I

f
I

........

,

,---,...

If this new proposal were adopted, wou:d it tend to
freeze everything?

at by the Commission so

,

-.--, ....,. ..

reasonably free to try new types of presentations in different

Qq

\

3ut in annual reports
<

COI~SSIONER

\

CARY:
~hat

This is not' yet formally arrived
I can't speak to it as a final

rr.atter.
I 'Il111 say, when I rr.ade reference to this speec:-.
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which win appear in the Journal of Accountancy I limited roysel
to saying that the financial material, the reports shall be
consistent with the
'JlO6d.~'Ifr"'CloIID . " . . - -

finaDQ1a~.statements

filed.

I didnlt

' .

say the reports, the whole annuai reports should be consistent.
I left

~t

that

n~rrowly

because I. think that the

way you have framed it I would have said,if I had follo'lled
I

mean, if my approach had been the way

yo~

interpreted it,

I would have said the annual report. must be consistint.

Now. whether or not we ought to go that far·is a
very much larger question.

I personally. and I think I am

only expressing my own views. might say I think it would ce
a good idea if we said, for example. annual reports may not
misleading in' the light of the material filed.
.",.".---....... .....,."."....,....
different from being consistent with.

'be

Tha~s

...,.~-.......

MR. CAREY:

)\
. ,I

That IS different. true.

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Yes.

C01JIMISSICNBR CARY:

Yet I am sure. some of my

collea6ues and I am sure a lot of industry would be upset
'oy that ::ecause that ir:terferes with our flexib,ility i:1
writing an annual report.
Now. whethe r or not

~'ie

go that i'ar even is a

question, but logically. it seems to me we ought to some day
be

pt"l,.s~ing

in that directi'::m.

~'le

s:::ouldn I t -- There should be
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_-

somt, shall we say, overhanging sanction, maybe not a sanction

............. -

...

but an overhanging worry on the part of the industry, if they
literally publish something that is misleading in the light
of material filed with us.

MR. CAREY:

I understood there might even be a

problem in this area because I should think from the point of
view

o~

civil liability

.---....

~~~WQ~}~ ~~nt

COMMISSIONBR CARY:

rm.

BARR:

to be •

It's much greater.

They can stretoh tliis to great lengths.

What they emphasize and what the suppress in the front of

a report is really shocking sometimes.

MR. CAREY:
lJUt. BARR:

You mean the text.
Yes.

MR. LINOWESz
MR.

BAa~:

~m.

CAREY:

The President's report.

And the Presidentls discussion.
I see you Ire not talking sdely about )

financials?
MR. BARR:

Mr. Cary and I ""ere talking about the

front end.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I mean the front and.

COMmISSIONER CARY:

Ilfy

speech related to the

financial and then it moved on, and that is the thing that

•
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Andy was referring to.
Ma.

I see.

CA.~:

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Can I press back to this l do you

feel there is a problem in the inconsistency
of

f1nancial~

in the annual report?

COMMISSIONER CARY:
~.

or reliability

'lIe

have had such problems.

TRUEBLOOD: You have had such problems.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

We've had such problems l that's

why we wanted to put this problem at least in.
lVffi.

TRUEBLOOD:

MR. BARR:

It's kind of su.rprising.

-

Tile have a horrible e;;,ample.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

A non-consolidated and consoll- )

dated l too bad.
11JR. B~'tffi:

Compa::ies that have beer.

S~'lo~/iing

some

profi',;; and some other statements have been shoi':ing a loss.
They think the suppression of oonsolidated figures is proper
public relations.
1·iR. LINOWES:

That points to improper accounting

really.
Mi. BARn:
I~ra.

CA..tffiY:

No comments.
Do

yQ1.1

thi:-.k the

Ir~stit·\lte

move in the direction of staneal"ds of disclosure?
got no formulated l as far as I

........

kn01'l1

~

ought to
~'le
~

have

lists of things that

\
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must be disclosed.
COMrIlISSIONER r.ARY:
valuable thing to do.
.,

d

-

MR.. CAREY:

and whatnot"

i~e

--

I think it would be an extremely

•
~.e

....

'-,'e talked about accounting principes

ave talked

abo~t

isolated cases" long term

leases ought to be disclosed and this ought to be disclosed
but

''Ie

Ive never put out a schedule like auditing

you

lmOli"

stand~rds,

what you've got to do, and we've covered the water-

front and never said what you've got to, disclose.
MR. BARR:
than anything else.

That's where SX Regulation goes further
It is published as a guide as to what

is adequate disclosure under the Acts.
l~.

CAREY:

Looking ahead" from our point of view"

it seems to me that in this area" as in the rule in independenc
and so on, we ought to be at least as far as -the Securities
and Exchange Commissioner.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY: . tIe

o~ght

I

~hink

you ought to go further.

to go further.

:'!e Ire sluggish"

we have been until these dynamoes got into it.
MR. BARP.:

I still ';see tihe -statements, they are

limited in nu.m.ber" b'.lt there a!'e some companies that have
been registered with us, for years 1:1here the income statement
starts out with operating profit and the accountant certified
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this as in accordanoe with generally established acoounting
principles, and I think in that oase you don't show a proper
operating

r~sult

ratios hinge on

without showing sales;'81l' the.financial
of Dusiness.

volurl~

MR. CAREY:
MR. BARR:

Sure, sure.

That's our cake.

That kind of a report would collide with

this rule of disclosure

y~u

MR. LINOWESa

are proposing.

I think I would fi:1d ita little

disturbing that anyone agency, as is the fact, because we
have another agency that has found it necessary to take the
initiative in areas that

w~e

talking about and yet draw

back when it oomes to partioipating with the profession in
evolving these prinoiples.
Do you follow me?

MR. BARR:

I don't know what you say about drawing

baok.
ItIR. LINO;VES :

MR.

B~~:

Hesitate.

I don't

thi~k

we've drawn baok, I think

we've probably -MR. CAREY:

You I re talking about formal participat'ion ?

MR. LINOWES:

Yes.

l·m. :CARET: I

~hink

we all: agree it would be a'osurd

for us to operate in l'later-tight departments.

';ole've e;ot

J(jo

•

understand each other's thinking and sort of ahead of time.
The only discussion area was about a voting membership on the Board and what result that might ,have, but I
,1

remind you it was Mr. Phillipe's speech when he said it
disturbs you that it 1s necessary for government agencies to
move in.

Government, like nature, abhores a vacuum, and 11'

we don't fill it first
there is to it.

gover~~ent

will move in.

That's all

If we fill it first, I think Ne Ire okay.

COMMISSIONER CARY:
in a different way.

Thatls quite true.

I said 'that

I said it once at the Investment Bankers

Association meeting and again I said it in effect in this
Journal of Accountancy piece.

MR. BARRs

I just delivered a paper which was more

or less hi8torical in nature and I sent it up to Charlie and
I think prpbably to you, :' ,
MR. Ck~: lid like to see it.
,
MR. BARR: Itls up the~e. And I delivered it at the
M1ch1gan County Conference last Friday.

They

as~ed

me to talk

on the influence of regulat'ory agenc1es and the problem of
accounting prinoiples.
I devoted most of the time to

~\lhat

the COlmnission

had done on collaborat10n "lith the Institute and others of
the professitm.
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There's a lot of historical material here showing
how we have partic1.pated in this operation.

You can take a

look at it.
MR. CAREY:

If Dave isn't fully aware of

that~

I

'can testify participation has been ample and sometimes
more so.
(Laughter. )
MR. BARR:

Yes.

MR. LINOHES:

That's what lim concerned about.

COMmISSIONER

C~~Y:

Going off the

subject~

noticed one little discussion somewhere along the

I

line~

in

one of these papers that interested me, and I would like to
p~t

a plug in for it, namely, ahet I think you have reached

~he

point now as a profession Nhere yo'iJ. probably should be

more frequently participating in government than you have in
the past.
MR. CAilEY:

~lo

CO~WUSSIONER

question.

CARY:

And I

wo~ld

hope that over a

period of time yo-.;, '(lould really make people ava:'-lable for
a yea'!' or two years, the ·l,)1g fi:'ms would ma/.e a partner
a':ailable to the 60vernnent

w1tho~~;_t

his losing stature or

status in the process •.
NOH, law firms, even in the big

la~'l

firr::s t'hey' are
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still

havi~g

a problem in this field, which I think is

erroneous" but a person has a direct relationship i'l1th a
client, I think" probably more than you do in the accounting
field, and therefore if he loses those direct relationships
he may lose stature in the firm" if he cames to the government
too often, although in my opin10n a lot of these excellent
but rather n·arrow \'la11 street Lawyers don It understand that
if they did dome·down here and then went back they would
probably on balance be not any bigger people but they1d be
much more widely consulted.

At least they

d~nlt

think so.

3ut I think that, if there be any doubt in the
legal profession, I think there should be less doubt in the
accounting field, and as a consequence

I~uld

think there 'is

less reason tor a person to worry about leaving accounting
for a couple of years to come down to the government and that
this ought to be encouraged and it ought to be a financial
responsibility:that in effect the accounting firms take on.
MR. 'rRUEBLOOD:
the experience of my
gover.r~ent

ow~

I think in my mm experience and
firm there is a barrier on the

side which makes it very, very difficult for us"

even leaving out compensation.
COIlIMISSIONER CARY:
bs additionally

compe~~ated.

I i\'as assuming they could not
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MR. TRUEBLOOD:

Okay.

Even so, if he retains his

partnershlPI you see, the entire firm then
COJJJMISSIONER CARY:
r~.

TRUEBLOOD:

light.
is in a conflict of interest

situation# or so the statute says.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I assume he would have to

resign for that period with the understanding -MR. TRUEBLOOD:
MR. LINOWES:

With the understanding
t!fith the u..1'lderstanding he returns#

you still have a conflict of interest.
COltMISSIONER

MR. CAREY:

~Y:

Probability.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

MR. CAREY:

Not a commitment# but on that

It's difficult.
?

It's difficult as Mr. Fosche pointed out

in his paper -CDrIlIVIISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

Yes, I know him.

that in the large firm "'lhere, as you

said earlier, we have a kind of a managerial Situation, two
years out.of the life of a young partner can be kind of
serious.
COMMISSI01\1ER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

That "s right.

In the upward movemer-t and in taking

care of clients and all this.
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COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

Righ t.

I wish we could do more of it.

tried, it's very hard to dislodge them.

Wetve

-

For one thing they are undermanned, isn't it true?
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

This is true but I am not SO.:S\;.re

that Mr. Cary appreciates the conflict, the risk and the
contli'ct, the problem.

Because if you resign and have a contract that you
wi.ll 'be talren back as a partner
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I said, not assuming you would

have a contract.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

-- you're still in conflict.

How does the man protect himself?
COMMISSIO~",];R

CARY:

\.,rell, if he's sent, if hels

corepetent enough to be a partner or about to be a partner
and the business is growing as it seems inevitably to

gro~1

withthe population, I would think that if you had a tradition
to develop -MR. TRUEBLODD:

Nell, now, this is maybe the answer.

COltWlISSIONER CARY:
~irn,

indeed at the

ve~

Then it would not be against

most it would be neutral and in fact

I thirJc on a long 'Germ ·oasis I think it wO'.lld probably v;ork
in his favor.
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MR. CAREY:
go into another

f1~.

If he had

BARR~

self-confidence. held

.

OOMMIBSICl>NER CARY:
MR.

e~ough

That's right.

From time to time in the past I've

explored this possibi·lity of recruiting to our stafr
COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. BARR:

Yes.

-- and the answer I've had from a number

of our members is that they would not recommend the persons
that they don't want to keepl neither would they redommend
the persons they want to keep because of this interruption
in their career.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I wouldnlt go to the firms and

ask them to recommend somebody.
MR. BARR:

I would go to

11m thinking of the lower level.

COMMISSIONER CARY:

-- knowing industry well

enough I I'd get -- find young people whose judgment I have
confidence in and ther: they find others.
been \'lorking in the SEC.

~'/e

Thatls the way I've

've got a lot of young men.

They're just plain independents and I guess

YOl;..' re

right,

tiey just have enough confidence in their own aoility, and
they don't have to worry.
MR. CAREY:

I i'lOnaer if you wou.ld be interested in

people from small firms?

You :night have:to teaQh them a lotI
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but there are some very bright young people.

r.m..

have taken on some younger people in

BARR: ~!e

recent years that have been very good.
COMMISSIONER CARY:
me~ulve

Recently though it seems to

been getting some. very strong people.

MR. BARRa

Yes, theylve been

ve~J

good people.

There was a period back there though when there was a real
drought of competent people showing up.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:
,

I overemphasized the conflict

because it occurs to me that we'have this same lack or
criticism in our relationship with

ed~cational

institutions.

We do not have very much coming and go1ng between' the:. pr'Oi'eEts1ol1
and educat1onAlinstitutions and there conflict is not involved.
COJlllaSSIONER CARY:

We have it involved a good deal

morel I would guess.
MR. TRUEBLOOD: Yes.

MR. CAREY:

Do you criss-cross bet,\'een teaching and

practice?
COr~IISSIO)JJIR

~laces.

CARY:

A great deal.

In certain

I mear. 1 in ny Columbia -- it's a danger l of course l

and v7hether people are competent to do both a::1d therefore it
endangers the law

schoo~.

I think that thie is possible in

nost of the law scho')ls I know l the good law schools.

The
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people are sufficiently well qualified

~o

become sufficiently

expert so that they could shift over at any moment.
MR. CAREY: Is Mr. Warren Dean there?'
..
COlJIMISSIONER CARY: Yes~ he is.
MR. TRUEELODlh

I would like to ask another question

which tends toward the long range.
times

a~out

We have·talked several

nhs. var:LouB· ·aspects of aocounting and there is

no question about how we all feel about it of course and where
.

.

we should ultimately be procedurally and organizationally.
lOA

·l:3

OIl

:!.ndepende;.oe .in .'a .. senire moyed

Rul

one step further into

~s

the area of specifying the rules, the active rules,

t~e

specifics, whereas I think we all agree ttat this is no 'real
test, or only a very minor test in a larger area.
Should we, as a profession, stick to definitions
of attituaes as distinguished from wrong things to do, wrong
spec~.fics

?

COIIlMISSIONSR CARY:
than Just

s~ecifics.

I!1dep=r.de~-:ce

I

thin~

I think so.
it has

~o

I thir.k it is more

De an attitude.

has to 'oe an attit·J.de, aDsol'.ltely.

I"ffi. TRUEBLOOD:

by pressing dOTtm t:-!e road

1;-!o-11d you say similarly then that
on:1efi~ing

specifics or outlawir.g

specifics Ne might lose .the app:"'opriate emphasis by so dcing?
COMMISSIONER CARY:

On,ly if ;rou o;,re!'emphasize the
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specifics.

I mean, I donlt see that they are mutually

exclusive •.
Just as, for· instance, in the government conflict
of interest field today, you have people going out of office
be~ause

there is Borne conflict indicated.

I think that that

can be made more specific on the one hand but it doesn't or
shouldn't derogate the general pr1nciples at the same time.

MR. CAREY: I:.have the impression that the standard
of ethics. in government and business is rising rather rapidly.
I read more about codes of ethics in government, state
•

government, municipal government, federal government, .people
are very leery about

conflict~

of interest in business that

used to be, I guess, accepted as an ordinary course.
Do you think that the general morality in the
business world is going up?
COMMISSIONER CARY:: I think there IS a greater
awareness of it.

I used to think that it Nas al\tlays .evolving

and I am just not so sure as I was once that there is such
a splendid evolution as we

~ght

ll~e

I de ti!ink that just the
industry to move

~~ead.

case had more influence

For
o~

to celieve, you know.
itself has been forcing

la~l

ex~npleJ

I

s~ppose

thaelectrical

standards of business than any

single case in the last decade maybe.
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It has forced a sort of standard of conduct

that

bad never been articulated before.
I agree with YOU 1 I think that certainly there is
more written ancS':there is more. done and I suppose that is
where the answer is.
MR. CAREY:

Probably somet,hing has happened.
People are mor e consciousof' itl yes.

COMMISSIONER CARY:
ahead.

Yes.

The law is simply moving

Our own. I think in our own field of law welve

pUshed along in the last two or three years.
MR. BAR:

on your point here.

lid like to get something on the record
I think it is clear that the Commission

has never underrated the importance of the attitude of mind
,which Mr. Cary emphasized over these years, but what we have
found is that we ought to cut out some of these identifiable
things anQ say I Look here are evidences that 01.:..ght to ';be
eliminated.
One

o~

the most

import~t

cases on this attitude

of mind point would be the Hollander case or Koehler and
Koehler case in which we said there wasn It j':.lst one th1ngl
it "las a building up of a lot of relationships which gave us
reason to doubt this independence of attitude which you have
emphasized and that's tqe case to go to for that.
'vTe

expeot an

indepe~dent

attitude.
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r.m.

I think as of this moment we are pretty

CAREY:

much in identiasl positions.
~m.BARR:

I think we are but I wouldn't want anybody

to get the notion that we underrate this attitude or fine
point.
MR. CAREY:
SEC~

True l but I wasn't relating it to the

I was relating it to our organizational problem.

I hope

we

In fact,

would not get to the point where there were

29 rules and you can say:·.if I conform with all of these I'm

okay.
MR. BARR:· I think, you ought to hammer on the

attitude of mind pOint l but let's Bweep out these other
things that you probably can Bay relate to questions aB to
your attitude about it.
That's what we've been trying to do.
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

I suspect·we're getting very close

to getting ready for lunchl Jack.

MR. CAREY:

Have you a wrap-up?

I have one more question that has to

do with enforcement l our enforcement of our ethical r".J.les,
"1hich is grossly

.

inadeq:.~ate.

COMl"lISSIONER CARY:

rm.

CAREY:

:'le

Right •

have a lot of problems.

First

11m

not sure that a national organization can enforce ethical
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rules on 50,000 people.
Second, even if we

c~uld,

there~s

an enormous

difficulty in getting evidence.
Third and worst is the faet that when a man is in
litigation or threatened with it or coming before you his
lawyers advise him not to respond to our requests for
information on the grouna that it might incriminate him,

an~"

we

seem to oe powerless.
Oh, we've had members in jail because their cases
were on appeal.

OUr

Counoil won't let us fire them because

they can't defend themselves..
a way out of this.
is expensive.

I wish somebody dould suggest

I think tt's absolutely ridiculous.

It

It takes the time of our volunteer Ethics

Committee members and Trial Board

rr~mbars

~,d

stafr and, well,

a case in point, which I don't mind mentioning, you might
not want to comoent

o~

it. is the Olin Green deal.

You may

reoember we had members of the Institute'indicted on charges
whic:1, if trl..1e, ,lou:'d have justi:'ied our firing them right
like that.
The indictment was quashed

~or

reasons we don't

know and can 't get at, but they '-'lon I t respond to

QUI'

i::,,!quiries

as to whether they did' 9!' whether they didn't, on advice of
counsel.
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They are

~till

is still on the docket.

members in good standing.

The case

We Just can't seem to get an y

information out dthem because they keep saying there's going
to be litigation" we may be sued" tne SEC may take u.s over.
It just raises

my

hackles but I don't know how to

get out of it.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

You· have no subpoena power

or anything?

r·m.

TRUEBLOOD:

MR. CAREY:

No.

It's strictly a vOluntary organization.

In a sense we're sitting here.waiting for the
courts or for the SEC or for the TreaBury Department to fire

a member and

t~en

we can fire them, which isn't a very noble

position to be in" while we brag about
cor.mSSIONER CARY:

MR. TRUEBLOOD:

o~

self-discipline

Right •.

Of course we have some organizational

things we should long range clear up because of the interests
of various state societies,
COMMISSIONER.

CARY:

various~ate

boards.

I don't think

~\fe

''Ie got a

solution for it.
MR.BARR: I don't think we have.
MR. CAREY: I thought maybe being a
be able to get us out of this problem.

la~~er

you might

•
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COMMISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

~nat

It's a nice one.

would the Bar do in a case like

.~.

this?
COW~SSIONER

organization either.

CARY:
~Vhether

The Bar is not a very active
or not it has suljlpoena power,

I simply do not know whether a Grievance

Co~ittee

of a

Bar Association actually acts with some powers directly from
a court, usually the Supreme Court of the State, can put
people under oath or how far they can go in that area, I
simply do not know.

MR. CAREY:

Mr. Fosohe gave .us quite a long dsscrip-

t10n on how they proceed in New York.

He said in same states

they have what they call an integrated bar
COM MISSIONER CARY:
MR. CAREY:

-~

Right.

which makes. a slightly different

legi11 situation.
COIvIIofiSSIONER CA..qy:

Miohigan and places like that.

California, yes.
MR. CAREY:

3ut in New York all that our association

does is make a presentation to the court and ",;;hen

t~;.ere'

s a

regular hearing and trail, but it still "didn't answer my
question whether the court can i'o:'ce this man to testify if
his own lal'lyer advises him not to on the grov11ds that he's in
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civil jeopardy or even criminal.
COMMISSIONER

Ck~Y:

I don't know.

11m afraid 1111 have to beg out

of that simply because I don't feel that I have enough
knowledge to speak to it.
MR.

CA~:

I am suggesting in a chapter I have

drafted on this subject that we ought to follow this system
or the assoc1ation or the bar, that a state soc1ety ought to
make presentations to the state boards of

acc~untancy,

which

are legal bodies, generally served by the state attorney
general.

In other words, the professional society shouldn't

content themselves with expelling

~embers

who then go on and

practice anyway, but that we should be sort of the prosecuting
mechancisms or the -- what do you ca1l":lt? -- jury, Grand
Jury mechanisms maybe to get the case before the legal"
bodies.
MR. BARR: " You know

~hat

when ":we:;refer an accountant

to you we also refer the case to the state organization to
which he belongs and to the state board also.

I'm. CAREY:

To the state board. "

IiJR. BA..1:ffi.: Yes, and the siate boards do act.

MH. CAREY:

Can

action oy state boards?
MR. BARR:

Yes.

yo~

tell me

w~ether

there is frequent

91
oS-ViI 3eopud}r or aven ozimSnal. X doni' know.
'of

,hi,
,.'

COlGDIlONlR

oml

I'. atrdcl 1'11 have to be. au,

e~ beoau8 I ctontt; teal tllat I have eno\.,p

MR. CARBY.

daned on th18

% am lugea1;1IlI 1ft a obapbe&J % have

.ub~Go'

that we 0USh' to follow llh1s .retem

ot 'M .alooSA'ion Df the bu,

tha1J a state IOo~8tr

0USh1a tao

make peaentat;1Dfta to the 8tate boards ot &Ie ount ,nor, Wbioh

aft lela'- bodSaa. PA8Rl1J ael'Vec1 bJ the 8\1at8 a'tome"
IGftll'al.

%D other

tro~a,

tbs professional

80018"

OGn'8Il~'~' '~elV81 w11ih eJtp81Uns mamber. who

Pft,t;108 8ftJW8J" but

tha' we alaovJ.d be

80rta

ahouldn"

'ben SO em and.

ot 'he pl'08eou1lbs

meGhanos.ama or the - what do JOU oaU:'1t? -- 31t1'1. Grahd
IU%7 _Ohanil. lIIQbe to

&8' 1IIl8 oue betore the 1.sa1·
\

bodie••
....·lIAIIU~·,

'0 FOU

YOU ltIlow that'1Ihrmt. vl'8r'at an aoootmtant.t.
J

we also l'e1'Gz- the

04e8 '0 the

state

o~an1za'1oa '0

Wb10h he belonsa and to the ...te bo8ld also.
MR. CARBY.

to

~

atate board.

MIl. BARR. Yes, aDd the alate boaN. do aot.

MR. CAREr.

aot1on

I

Oan 10U tell me whe1Shel' theN 10 tNqtlldliJ

br state boaX'ds?
IIR. BARJtI

Yes.
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MR.. CAREY &
]~.

BARR:

That IS interesting.
In

fact~

the Cornucopia Qase, Pennsylvania

aoted quite promptly on cases there.

MR.. CAREY:

Of course, our greatest triumph was the

Jackson case in Texas.

MR. BA$RI

The Texas Board acted promptly, there's

a sample.

MR. CAREY:

But he v.ery conveniently put on the

record a confession so that made it a little easier.
MR.. BARR:

'Yes.·

MR. CAREY;

That was before the ~enate Committee.

COMMISSIONBR:CARY:
MR. TRUEBLOOD:

That's right •.

Do you have anything else, Jack,

Dave?

~

.

I think there is one question that·
projecting ahead
concerns our own professional organizatioQf. We see ourselves
r~.

LINOWES:

getting involved in many fields of activity, management
serVices, taxes, various areas.

In the past whenever any

see;men'!i of society looked for a spokesman for the attest
function they turned to the Amerioan Institute.

~le

always been and 'I/ill continue to be the spokesman.

have
But as T,:e

L

broaden our horizons and. get bigger and profess to be an
organization of all accountants, whther they're government
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accountants~

industrial accountants

MR. CAREY:

CPAs.

MR. LINOWES:
perhaps dilute
~he

in

parlicul~r:

t~e

C?As# yes# all CPAs.

We tend to

accent we have given to our attest function.

question I have and it concerns your

age~cy

Is that bad for us as an organization?

Should

we try to point towards a narrOWing of the function of the
Ame~ican

Institute of CPAs, so that they concentrate primarily

on the attest function or should we encourage the establishment
of another national organization that's going to have its
primary function either attest
to let it continue in.this

f'~ction

b~oad

or is it all right

spectrum as just being one

phase covering all account1n8?
COMMISSIONER CARY:

11m afraid I don't have an

opinion on tbat question. I really

hav~n't

thought enough

about it to JUStify an opinion.
Andy might have more of one than I.
MR. BARR: I think
be valuable.
dor.'li

knO~l

I've

watc~ed

my

opin~on

at this moment would not

this develop for 40 years and I

when it O·.lght to stop.

I'm in a position

o~

being

j.n the government and feeling that I C'ught to ·oe a member of

the Inst:ttute.

Now~

MR. CARJ:!."'Y:

rnaybethat's one side of it.
Person,ally I see

r'tO r~ason

l'lhy Lyrm
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Townsend l

'Jlho

left :3ob's, firm to become President of Chrysler

shouldn't be a member of the Institute.

I can't see any reason

why he shouldn't be.
"

MR. BARR: At this moment I don't see any reason
'either, and I think he could strengthen the work of tne
Institute •
. MR. CAREY:

MR.

BA~:

MR.

CAREY~

Yes.

I f he took an interest in it.
Certainly no organization of the Bar

makes any distinction between house 9Punsel and practicing
counsel.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

No.

I think we have one danger, bar aside l that
counsel is more likely to be Bubsidized to attend
Association

~Ieetings

~tendant

there he oecomes heae of cornm!ttees and

thi:lk sometimes it

~ar

than others, and indeed they have" banks

and others have their car associations
being

ho~se

lO~lers

and just by
t~erero~e

I

the calibe::- of the representation

at the top at oar aesociai1or:s. Ilm somewhat derogatory, as
11a

yot:. 131oW1 of bar
attend r.1getings

associat~l.ons

·.~ho

leadership of those

as a whole.

"lind up being at the

It is those itlho
vel"~T

top of the

'ass~ciations.

I don't thini: this is true of the 3ar Assodl,'cion 0:'
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the C1ty of New
Bar

Asso·~iation.

York~

for

exampled~

or

~vep

the Chicago

Ilve seen evidence to the contrary ~ butI

think this ls trUe of others.
I do' think that's a problem particularly on the
law side.
MR.

C~-cmY:

lie are very proud of the fact that,

as yOl;' noticed, that generally

spea~ng~

the beat minds in

the accounting profession take a very active part.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

I think':this is very

excelle~'lt.

I am aware of that and I was trying to draw a distinction.

Rather ,than being derogatory of bars, I just think it's more
in praise of your organization and I really wouldn't

wa~

to

be of record --

I,m. CAREY:

No.

COMMISIONER CARY:
attitude.

As being so critical of my

But I think that many of us are rather critical.
MR. CAREY:

vie

have to worrry about our leadership,

though.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

MR. CAREY:

Because~

Yes~

we certainly do.

as the thing gets bigger,

poll tics get in and there are al\,lays some people who seek
advar.cement in these associations because it gives them
higher visibllity.
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COMMISSIONER CARY:. That's right.
MR. CAREY:

And they Ire not always the best

people.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

MR. CAREY:

That's right.

Yet they

can

have friends and they can

get votes and all that stuff.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

Oh, there's no

quest~on

about

it.
~.

CAREY:

It's something you have t9 fight all

the time. Democracy is awfully good, up ,to a point.
COMMISSIONER CARY:

That's right.

(The interview then copcluded.}

,

